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Monitoring biological cell growth and viability is essential for in vivo biomedi-
cal diagnosis and therapy, and in vitro studies of pharmaceutical efficacy and mate-
rial toxicity. Conventional monitoring techniques involve the use of dyes and markers
that can potentially introduce side effects into the cell culture and often function as
end-point assays. This eliminates the opportunity to track fast changes and to de-
termine temporal correlation between measurements. Particularly in drug screening
applications, high-temporal resolution cell viability data could inform decisions on
drug application protocols that could lead to better treatment outcomes.
This work presents development of a lab-on-chip (LoC) sensor for real-time
monitoring of biological cell viability and proliferation, to provide a comprehensive
picture of the changes cells undergo during their lifecycle. The LoC sensor con-
sists of a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) chip that measures
the cell-to-substrate coupling of adherent cells that are cultured directly on top.
This technique is non-invasive, does not require biochemical labeling, and allows for
automated and unsupervised cell monitoring. The CMOS capacitance sensor was
designed to addresses the ubiquitous challenges of sensitivity, noise coupling, and
dynamic range that affect existing sensors. The design includes on-chip digitization,
serial data output, and programmable control logic in order to facilitate packaging
requirements for biological experiments. Only a microcontroller is required for read-
out, making it suitable for applications outside the traditional laboratory setting.
An imaging platform was developed to provide time-lapse images of the sensor sur-
face, which allowed for concurrent visual and capacitance observation of the cells.
Results showed the ability of the LoC sensor to detect single cell binding events
and changes in cell morphology. The sensor was used in in vitro experiments to
monitor chemotherapeutic agent potency on drug-resistant and drug-sensitive can-
cer cell lines. Concentrations higher than 5 µM elicited cytotoxic effects on both cell
lines, while a dose of 1 µM allowed discrimination of the two cell types. The system
demonstrates the use of real-time capacitance measurements as a proof-of-concept
tool that has potential to hasten the drug development process.
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Microelectronic biosensors have the potential to provide low-cost, adaptable,
and portable devices for applications in fields such as biology, environmental science,
and medicine. In particular, a ubiquitous experimental challenge is to monitor the
proliferation of cells over time to determine their response to stimuli or environ-
mental conditions. Monitoring cell growth and migration is an important tool for
optimizing cell culture conditions, testing drugs, and screening materials for bio-
compatibility and toxicity [14]. Conventional approaches involve the use of dyes
and markers that can potentially introduce side-effects into the cell culture [15] and
often function as end-point assays, eliminating the opportunity to track fast changes
and to determine temporal correlation between measurements. Therefore it is im-
portant to develop new techniques to perform these measurements. Lab-on-chip
devices have shown promise in changing the way that biological samples are ana-
lyzed. They allow for smaller sample volumes, reduced cost, faster reaction kinetics,
and higher throughput than conventional approaches [16, 17]. Another important
advantage of lab-on-chip systems is their potential for automated and unsupervised
data collection. In most instances, however, lab-on-chip devices comprise of a pas-
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual diagram of sensor system.
signal processing [6, 16].
Recently, complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology has
become an attractive platform for lab-on-chip systems since it facilitates the incor-
poration of sensing and actuation in intimate contact with readout and electronics,
producing systems with smaller size, higher sensing density, and higher sensing
fidelity. CMOS technology offers the advantages of having low static power require-
ments and good noise immunity [16], as well as being widely available and facilitating
integration with commercial electronics. This research describes the development of
a fully integrated lab-on-CMOS (LoCMOS) capacitance biosensor for on-chip cell
sensing applications. The specific focus of the work is on developing a low-cost
and low-complexity portable system that can be used for live cell experiments, in-
cluding drug screening assays. The CMOS sensor chip aims to characterize the
adherence of biological cells to a substrate, which is an important indicator of cell
viability, through high-resolution surface capacitance measurements. This sensing
paradigm relies on the biophysical morphology of adherent cells. Healthy cells with
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well-formed membranes create small changes in the dielectric properties of the area
around the electrodes [18, 19]. Additionally these cells bind tightly to their sub-
strates in comparison to dead or compromised cells [20]. These properties provide
an avenue for monitoring cell health through an integrated LoCMOS system [9]. An
imaging platform for CMOS chips is then presented that allows for simultaneous
data recording and image acquisition to provide ground-truth data for sensor val-
idation. Finally the LoCMOS system is used as a proof-of-concept drug screening
tool. An overview of the goals of this research is shown in Fig. 1.1.
1.2 Research Contributions
The primary contributions of this work are highlighted in the points below:
• Design of CMOS capacitance sensors for on-chip cell monitoring.
A low-cost, low-complexity CMOS sensor was developed that provides high-
resolution capacitance measurements. The chip is designed with on-chip signal
digitization and serial communication, which facilitate sensor packaging for
experiments, and allows for readout with any commercial microcontroller. No
large laboratory equipment or electrical hardware is required for operation,
enabling future extensions to point-of-care (PoC) devices.
• Real-time imaging of lab-on-CMOS chips. An imaging platform was
developed for simultaneously making recordings using a CMOS sensor and
taking images of the sensor surface. This allowed for validation of sensor
measurements by providing ground-truth images for cell sensing applications.
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The imaging does not interfere with cell viability and maintains image quality
over several days of experiments.
• Drug screening on chip. Proof-of-concept experiments are performed to
characterize the potency of chemotherapeutic drugs on cells using the lab-on-
CMOS capacitance sensor. Results showed the ability to discriminate drug-
sensitive and resistive cell lines using capacitance measurements. The high
temporal-resolution data provided by the chip allowed quantification of cell
death kinetics.
1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 provides background information on cell-substrate adhesion, and
techniques to monitor cell viability. An overview of CMOS-based capacitance sen-
sors is also presented. Chapter 3 introduces the capacitance sensor developed
in this work. The front-end design is discussed along with a system-level descrip-
tion of the chip, and simulation results. The fabricated chip is characterized on the
benchtop to extract performance metrics. Chapter 4 presents results of in vitro ex-
periments using cancer cell lines that are grown on the sensor. The chapter discusses
packaging methods, the experimental protocol, results, and presents quantification
metrics to track population cell growth. Chapter 5 introduces the real-time imag-
ing platform. Background material on visualizing cells is presented. The hardware
implementation is described and results of simultaneous imaging and capacitance
recording in in vitro experiments are shown. Images are used to validate the capac-
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itance sensor measurements and show the ability to detect single-cell morphology
changes. Finally, preliminary work on image processing to perform automatic cell
detection and coverage estimation is presented. Results are correlated with the data
recordings from the LoCMOS sensor. Chapters 6 and 7 present work towards using
the chip as a tool for drug development. Chapter 6 shows results of using the
sensor to detect cell mitosis activity, is an important prognostic factor and indicator
of metastatic risk in cancer patients. Chapter 7 presents results of drug screening
assays done on chip where drug-sensitive and drug-resistive cell types are exposed to
a cancer drug. Results show the ability to discriminate cell lines using capacitance
sensor measurements. The data is then used to extract cell death kinetics.
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Chapter 2
Capacitance Sensing on CMOS
2.1 Sensing Approaches
Many types of CMOS-based capacitance sensors have been developed and used
in various applications. The fundamental sensing mechanism is to detect changes in
the dielectric properties of a material with respect to a baseline such as air or liquid
solution. Common applications of these types of sensors include detecting proximity,
humidity, and force detection. One of more ubiquitous applications in modern times
are their use in human interface devices such as trackpads, smartphone screens, and
non-mechanical buttons. A number of different transduction methods have been
employed in CMOS technology for use in capacitance measurements. Two specific
mechanisms that have been developed for biological applications are charge-based
and time/frequency-based sensors.
2.1.1 Charge based capacitance measurements
Charge based capacitance sensors have been used in many prior applications,
initially starting with characterizing interconnect capacitances [21, 2] and fingerprint
sensing [1, 22]. This transduction mechanism has since been adapted for use in
numerous biological cell applications [9, 23, 24, 25, 10].
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2.1.1.1 Fingerprint Sensor
Lee et al. introduced a fingerprint sensor chip based on an array of capacitance
sensors that use the charge sharing (CS) sensor scheme [1]. Fig. 2.1 illustrates this
technique. The input analyte (finger) acts as the upper electrode of the capacitor,
and the metal plate on the chip acts as the other electrode. The capacitance CS is
related to the capacitance being sensed and will decrease as the distance between
the finger and the passivation layer increases. Therefore CS will be at its maximum
value when a ridge on the finger contacts the passivation layer. Capacitances Cp1
and Cp2 represent parasitic capacitances on nodes N1 and N2.
Sensing of the capacitance works in two phases: precharge and evaluation. In









Figure 2.1: Schematic of the charge sharing measurement system. [1]
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charge to known voltages V1 and V2, respectively. In the next stage the switches
are flipped. This causes the charges on the two nodes to re-distribute, giving a final
output voltage of:
VO = VN1 = VN2 =
Cp1V1 + Cp2V2 + CSV1
Cp1 + Cp2 + CS
(2.1)
The output voltage is thus related to the input sensed capacitance, and it
drops off rapidly as the distance between finger and sensor surface increases [1].
2.1.1.2 Metal Interconnect Characterization
Another charge-based sensing scheme is charge-based capacitance measure-
ment (CBCM) which was introduced by Chen et al. to analyze parasitic capac-
itances of overlaid metal interconnents on CMOS chips [2]. Fig. 2.2 shows the
CBCM-based test structure used for this characterization. The structure consisted
of identical PMOS and NMOS transistors that were controlled by non-overlapping
signals V1 and V2. The capacitance being sensed (CS) was attached to one pair of
transistors. In Fig. 2.2, this amounts to the addition of a grounded metal 2 line
that overlaps the existing metal 1 line connected to the right-pair’s middle node.
The control signals V1 and V2 alternately charge and discharge the intercon-
nect capacitance at a frequency f . The capacitance can be derived by finding the
difference between the DC currents I and I ′ (measured externally using an amme-
ter):
Inet = I













T = 1/f 
CS 
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the CBCM test structure. [2]
The actual capacitance is computed by finding the slope of the Inet-VDD curve
and dividing by the frequency [2]. In the ideal case, both sides of the CBCM struc-
ture will be identical, having the same drain overlap and drain junction capacitances.
However, any mismatch between the two sides will limit the minimum achievable
resolution.
2.1.2 Frequency-based Capacitance Measurements
The capacitance to frequency (CTF) sensing technique uses capacitive loading
to modulate the frequency of oscillating circuits. The oscillating element in these cir-
cuits generally consist of a capacitor along with a resistor or inductor. For integrated
CMOS sensors, the capacitor is replaced directly with the input sensing electrodes,
while the resistor (for an RC element) simply consists of parasitics. Charging and
discharging of the element is generally performed using current, resulting in an out-
put frequency that is proportional to 1/RC or 1/
√

















Figure 2.3: Schematic of frequency based capacitance readout circuit. [3]
used a CTF technique to detect the presence of the neurotransmitter dopamine, the
binding of which changed the charge profile at the sensor interface, inducing changes
in capacitance [3]. Fig. 2.3 shows the CTF-based readout circuit.
The input capacitance (Celec) lies in parallel with parasitics that include in-
terface capacitive impedance (CCP ), oxide capacitance (COX), charge transfer resis-
tance (RCT ), and solution resistance (RS). RCT and RS are assumed to be negligible
and so the overall impedance is purely capacitive. A tuneable bank of current sources
that range from 1 µA to 16 µA is used to charge Celec, producing a ramping signal.
When this signal reaches a certain switching voltage (VSW ), the comparator out-
put goes high and after a delay stage, causes the capacitor charge to reset through
an NMOS transistor. This feedback loop sustains a continual generation of output









where IB, τd, and CS are the charging current, time delay of the output stages, and
overall input capacitances, respectively.
2.2 Cell Adhesion & and Viability sensing
2.2.1 Cell-Substrate Coupling
Adherent cells modify the dielectric properties at the cell-substrate interface
as they settle onto a substrate, adhere, proliferate, and eventually lift off due to
cell death, forced detachment, or other morphological changes. Fig. 2.4 shows a
diagram of three stages of the cell adhesion process. When cells are first placed in
suspension they drift downwards and make an initial attachment with the substrate
(top panel). They then begin attaching to the surface through a variety of cell
adhesion mechanisms (middle panel) [4]. The cells then anchor and flatten them-
selves, spreading outward over a larger area until they reach their maximum spread
(bottom panel) [26]. Healthy cells will continue to bind tightly to the substrate and
spread out as they grow and proliferate, while compromised cells contract and may
even lift off from the surface entirely. These changes in cell morphology modulate
the dielectric properties of the cell-substrate interface, which can be measured as
changes in surface capacitance [9].
2.2.2 Non-Electronic Techniques
Numerous non-electronic methods for quantifying cell adhesion have been ex-
plored [26]. Traction force microscopy is a technique that involves culturing cells
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Cell Adhesion







Figure 2.4: Cell dielectric layer formation on a solid substrate. Left: Cells in suspension
first drift downwards to settle on the surface. They begin adhering to the surface through
various mechanisms involving cell adhesion molecules [4]. The cells then anchor and spread
outward as they proliferate. Right: Microscope images of cells cultured on the biosensor
surface, during the settling, adhering, and proliferating phases (top to bottom).
onto a polyacrylamide gel that has been embedded with fluorescent beads. When
cells adhere they generate traction forces that can be quantified by monitoring the
fluorescent beads [27]. Another technique involves the exposure of cells to shear fluid
flow through microfluidic channels [28]. The strength of cell adhesion is related to
the balance between the adhesion strength and the shear fluid forces. Another me-
chanical technique of quantifying adhesion is to use a micropipette to apply a suction
force to the top of a cell. The minimum amount of force required to pull the cell of
the substrate is a measure of its adhesion strength [29].
Traditional methods of assessing cell viability involve direct visual counting of
healthy cells or indirect measurement of a separate biomarker. One method involves
incubating cells with a reagent (such as Alamar Blue) that develops a visible color
through the metabolic activity of active cells. Measurement of the color development
is performed using spectrophotometry and is then an analogue for cell viability
[30, 31]. Another method of assessing cell viability is to analyze the health of cell
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membranes. When a dye, such as trypan blue, is applied, healthy cells with intact
membranes will exclude the dye, whereas dead cells will be stained. The number
of cells that have not been stained can then be counted under a microscope to get
an indication of viability. These optical techniques typically require microscopes
and optical filters for measurement. Methods that require the addition of a dye or
fluorescent agent can compromise viability and lead to cell death [32]. Additionally
these approaches require sampling of the analyte, which might not be feasible for
small culture volumes. Therefore a label-free detection method would be beneficial.
Furthermore, many traditional characterization methods are end-point assays which
provide a measure of adhesion only at the end of an experimental procedure. Many
parallel experiments are required to obtain a temporal sequence of discrete sample
points, with temporal accuracy limited by the variability across samples and the
sampling technique. Much richer information about the dynamics of cell growth
would be available from a real-time measurement method.
A number of physical transduction mechanisms have been introduced for mon-
itoring biological cells. Impedance spectroscopy, quartz crystal microbalances, and
surface acoustic waves [33, 34, 35], commonly used for characterization of mate-
rial properties, have been used to study cells; however they generally require large
external equipment for readout. Ion-sensitive FETs have also been used to detect
bacterial activity [36], but they are generally used to measure analogues of cell ac-
tivity (such as pH changes), rather than viability directly. Amperometry has also
been used in cell detection [37], however post-fabrication of electrodes on CMOS
chips are required.
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2.2.3 Electric Cell-Substrate Impedance Sensing
One of the most popular and well-established electronic methods of cell sensing
is electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS), first introduced by Giaever and
Keese [38, 39]. This measurement technique monitors the impedance across a pair
of sense and counter electrodes. In general, a 1 V amplitude AC signal is applied to
the electrodes through a 1 MΩ resistor at a given frequency (nominally 4 kHz). A
separate lock-in amplifier is used to detect the phase and magnitude of the resulting
signal. A schematic of the readout system is shown in Fig. 2.5.
The detected signal is fitted to an equivalent resistor and capacitor model to
extract barrier resistance, membrane capacitance, and current flow parameter values
[5]. The resistance and capacitance of the electrodes (typically gold) are assumed
not to change, so any measured changes in resistance and capacitance values is due
to the cells altering the current flow.











Figure 2.5: Schematic of the ECIS measurement system. [5]
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aever and Keese initially performed studies on cell attachment, motion, and effects
of metabolite application [40, 5, 38]. Other research has also been performed using
commercial ECIS systems. Balasubramanian et al. studied changes in cell morphol-
ogy induced by integrin binding peptides [33]. Opp et al. monitored cytotoxicity of
human endotheliel cells to different dosages of metabolies [41]. Allen-Gipson et al.
observed wound healing characteristics of bronchial epithelial cells in the presence
of cigarette smoke extract [42].
2.2.4 Integrated Sensing on CMOS
CMOS-based capacitance sensors have been developed for a number of cell
monitoring applications. These chips implement arrays of sensing electrodes that
detect capacitive changes as cells adhere to and grow across the surface of the chip.
The electrodes are generally insulated from the cell culture environment and so limit
undesirable electrochemistry that may otherwise occur.
Both charge sharing and charge-based capacitance measurement sensing have
been used in LoCMOS systems for live cell sensing experiments. Prakash et al.
used a CS-based chip to track adhesion and proliferation of smooth muscle and
breast cancer cells [43, 9]. Ghafar-Zadeh et al. used a CBCM structure to measure
growth of bacteria in medium [44, 25]. This system included a Σ∆ ADC to convert
the output voltage to a serial stream of bits that is read off-chip using a field-
programmable gate array (FPGA). Prakash et al. extended the single-ended CBCM
structure to a fully differential version with rail-to-rail output [45, 46]. It showed a
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measured resolution of 15 fF based on benchtop experiments.
As described previously, any mismatch in the CBCM structures can limit the
resolution of the sensors. Additionally, if current subtraction is done on-chip it is
possible for the parasitic mismatches to drive the output signal into saturation at
the zero-level baseline [23, 47]. One method to combat this is to use a bank of
reference currents in the CBCM structure to do offset cancellation [24, 12]. Alterna-
tively, Prakash et al. extended the differential CBCM design to include floating-gate
trimming circuits to perform the mismatch and offset cancellation [23].
For the CTF paradigm, Cuoniot et al. used a five-stage ring oscillator loaded
with five separate large interdigitated electrodes (total area 100 × 100 or 200 × 200
µm2) to detect bacteria in saline buffer solution [48]. Table 8.1 presents a summary
of existing work.
2.2.5 Discussion of Integrated CMOS Approaches
Mismatch & Offset Capacitance. Single-ended CS or CBCM systems
have high sensitivity to capacitive changes but can be limited in resolution due
to parasitics. Additionally, the permittivity of the immediate surroundings of the
electrode can create a large offset capacitance that can reduce the effective dynamic
range of the sensor. The differential CBCM systems described previously were
shown to compensate for parasitics, to increase dynamic range, and to give high
resolution readings, especially when post-fabrication compensation can be completed
(e.g. using floating gate trimming [23]). However, these systems still require a
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complex readout system and initial programming stage. Capacitance to frequency
based transduction systems have the benefit of being inherently resistant to large
offset capcitances and parasitic mismatch. This is because there is technically little
limit to the range of output frequencies at which the oscillators run. If the integration
time is long enough, even very slow signals (large capacitances) can be resolved.
Single-ended CTF sensors are still subject to the environmental permittivity, which
can cause a large baseline frequency shift. This can be removed in post processing,
but a differential CTF structure could negate this offset. Damilano et al. [49]
developed a CTF readout circuit for tactile skin sensors that uses a second electrode
to generate a reference frequency that was used to subtract out offsets, creating a
”pseudo-differential” setup. Simulation results showed a 10 fF sensitivity per output
LSB, with a pixel size of 22× 79 µm2.
Analog to Digital Conversion. Another important point of consideration
for a lab-on-CMOS platform is digitization of the sensor output, since analysis of
recorded data will almost exclusively be done digitally. For traditional CS or CBCM
sensors, the output signal is an analog voltage that must be sent off-chip to an ex-
ternal ADC. However, this provides a path for the addition of noise into the analog
signals and so careful shielding is necessary [50]. In a cell culture environment this
may be difficult. As mentioned previously, CBCM sensors with on-chip Σ∆ ADCs
have been implemented [25, 12]. In these systems an external FPGA is used to
provide the switching signals for the CBCM core circuitry, to decode the Σ∆ bit-
stream, and to create the array readout controls. This setup has been shown to
work in experiments with polystyrene beads and live cells. However, the use of an
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FPGA, and the complexity of the signal transduction and control methods increases
the required chip readout requirements and may have adverse effects on total sys-
tem power consumption. This limits future sensor development for use in portable
applications. Frequency based systems are inherently suited for digitization because
the output signal is digital, with capacitance information encoded in its oscillation
frequency. A straightforward method of converting the frequency information into
a digital format is to use it to drive a counter [51, 49].
System Readout. It is important to design CMOS chips with packaging
considerations in mind. This is especially important for cell sensing applications,
since adequate passivation of the exposed electrical traces is required in wet environ-
ments. Possible future incorporation of microfludics is also an important factor for
consideration [50]. With this in mind, minimizing the number of I/O pads used by
the chip is a relevant goal since this will limit the number of possible failure points
during packaging. The number of bondpads required depends on how many external
bias voltages are required, the number control signals needed for chip control, and
how data from an array of sensors is read. On-chip bias circuitry can be used to
limit the need for external pins. The control and readout pins generally depend on
how many sensors are implemented on chip and the transduction method. In order
to reduce the number of pins required, parallel or sequential readout can be used.
CBCM-based systems have been used with a parallel readout format where sensors
in an array were read in a column-wise fashion [23, 12]. External row selection
signals were used to cycle row-by-row through all columns of the array, and data
was read through the Ncol output pins, where Ncol is the number of columns in the
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array.
A sequential readout system cycles through each sensor in the array. This
means a single set of readout lines can be used for the entire array, at the cost of a
slower total readout speed. Readout of digital data can be further streamlined by
reading data out serially. To this end one could leverage ubiquitous serial commu-
nication protocols such as serial peripheral interface (SPI), inter-integrated circuit
(I2C) buses, or controller area network (CAN) buses. These systems generally have
two signal lines (clock and data) and can be interfaced with most modern microcon-
trollers. Another benefit is the ability to have multiple devices on the same readout
bus, thereby allowing for multiple chips to be interfaced together.
2.2.6 This Work
The standard methods of monitoring cell adhesion and viability outlined in
Section 2.2.2 have been used for a number of applications. However, they use special-
ized methods that often require the use of large laboratory-based equipment. These
methods only provide data at discrete time points, so higher throughput monitoring
would be labor-intensive. Additionally they generally involve physical removal of
samples for each observation, which might not be feasible for small sample volumes.
The ECIS technique outlined in Section 2.2.3 has shown success in numerous studies
varying from cell proliferation and toxicity to cell migration and wound-healing [52].
However, this technique still requires the use of large external equipment. Addition-
ally, the electrodes used in the system are exposed directly to the analyte and so
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may be vulnerable to electrochemical effects in the long term. Another important
consideration is the sensitivity of the measurements to additive noise since signals at
the electrodes are routed to the measurement equipment through wires that may not
be minimally short. The integrated lab-on-CMOS approaches, on the other hand,
have the advantage of incorporating most of the sensing circuitry on chip along with
the sensing electrodes. This helps in reducing the need for specialized equipment.
Additionally, digitization can be performed on chip, helping to make the system
more robust to noise. Continuous recording can also be achieved, creating a system
for long-term label-free cell monitoring.
Here we develop an integrated CTF sensor that provides high-resolution mea-
surements with on-chip digitization and a readout system that minimizes I/O re-
quirements. The system provides unsupervised recording of measurements using
only low-cost equipment (< $50) and allows for high-throughput assays through the
use of parallel devices. Within the possible capacitance sensing paradigms outlined
in Section 2.2.4, the capacitance to frequency approach has numerous advantages.
As discussed in Section 2.2.5, the transduction mechanism can inherently manage
large variations in capacitance caused by changes in the permittivity of the cell me-
dia/environment. Additionally it offers simple data digitization with no additional
circuitry required. A high capacitance resolution can be achieved, but at the cost of
a long integration time (slow sampling rate). However for applications of cell sens-
ing, a low sampling rate is adequate since timescales of interest are on the order of
several minutes to hours. Therefore this work proposes to implement a CTF sensing




3.1 Cell Capacitance Model
As introduced in Section 2.2.1, adherent cells modify the dielectric properties
directly above the substrate interface. This creates a change in capacitive coupling
that is then sensed through metal electrodes that are fabricated underneath the
substrate on the CMOS IC. A schematic of the cell-substrate interface is shown in
Fig. 3.1. While the cell media and cell itself are conductive, the effect of parasitic
conductance/resistance is neglected because no current flow is expected. The pas-
sivation layer is assumed to be a very good insulating layer and so only capacitive













Figure 3.1: A model of the capacitances at the cell-substrate interface.
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The CMOS IC consists of the silicon substrate, layers of dielectric (silicon
dioxide) that separate the intermediary metal layers, and finally a passivation layer.
The input electrodes are shown and labeled as nodes V1 and V2. These electrodes
sense a net capacitance through the series combination of the passivation layer
capacitance (CPSV ) and input capacitance (CIN).
The passivation is the unmodified dielectric layer that comes from the CMOS
foundry and generally consists of a stack of silicon dioxide and silicon nitride. Here
we model this layer with as silicon nitride only, with a dielectric constant of 7.5.
Per foundry parameters, the thickness of the passivation is 1.6 µm, giving an ap-
proximate capacitance area density of 42 aF/µm2. The input capacitance, CIN ,
is the sensed capacitance that couples through the fringing electric fields between
the two input electrodes. As a first-order approximation, this input capacitance is
modeled as a parallel plate capacitance. Given dielectric constants of 50 and 80
for cell cytoplasm and cell media, respectively, the capacitance area density of CIN
is expected to be 92 and 148 aF/µm2, respectively. Since CPSV and CIN are on
the same order of magnitude, they both contribute to the sensed capacitance that
is detected through the CMOS sensor. Indeed, since they are in series with one
another, one way to improve sensitivity to CIN would be to decrease the passivation
thickness or use a high-K dielectric.
An additional double-layer capacitance (CDL) exists at the interface between
the solid substrate and aqueous ionic cell media. However, the size of this capaci-
tance is inversely proportional to the Debeye length which is on the order of several
nanometers for cell media. This means the double-layer capacitance would be orders
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of magnitudes larger than CPSV and CIN , and so can be ignored [54].
Further parasitics exist at the electrodes that give rise to a baseline offset ca-
pacitance. These include the electrode-substrate area (CP−pp) and fringe (CP−fr)
capacitances, and the metal-metal coupling capacitance between the two electrodes
through the inter-layer dielectric (CMM). Based on foundry parameters, these para-
sitic capacitances are expected to be roughly 8 aF/µm2, 31 aF/µm, and 74 aF/µm,
for CP−pp, CP−fr, and CMM , respectively. The net sensed capacitance between the
two electrodes is given by:







This two-electrode model can be expanded to consider electrodes laid out in












Figure 3.2: A model of the capacitances at the cell-substrate interface with interdigitated
electrodes.
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The sensed capacitance for this interdigitated case can be approximated by:







As can be seen, there is a roughly 3× increase in the sensitivity to CIN ,
althrough parasitic baseline capacitances are also increased. A plot of the sensed
capacitance vs. relative permittivity is shown in Fig. 3.3a. A linear fit of the data
points results in a slope of 12 aF/εr and offset of 10.6 fF at εr = 0.
3.2 Multi-physics Simulations
To validate this model, the interdigitated electrode (four fingers) cross-section
was created in an finite element method (FEM) multi-physics solver (COMSOL
Multiphysics). Each finger of the electrodes was 4.2 µm wide and 23.1 µm long and
spaced 4.8 µm apart. The thickness of the silicon, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride,
and metal are 50, 4.06, 1.60, and 1.00 µm, respectively. The cell media was modeled
as a large rectangular volume directly above the passivation layer with εr = 80 and
σ = 1.5 S/m. The cell was modeled as a 1 µm tall cylinder with a radius of 30 µm
laying on top of the passivation layer above the electrodes (εr = 50 and σ = 0.2
S/m). A plot of the effective capacitance across the electrodes as a function of the
permittivity of the cell is shown in Fig. 3.3b. A linear fit of the data points results
in a slope of 19 aF/εr and offset of 23.4 fF at εr = 0.
As expected there is a larger parasitic capacitance component at the electrodes




































ΔC ≅ 370 aF ΔC ≅ 570 aF
a) b)
Figure 3.3: Sensed capacitance as a function of the relative permittivity of the environment
over the input electrodes, for a) the analytical model, b) the FEM simulation.
simplistic parallel plate modeling of CIN that ignores the fringing effects that will be
the primary contributor in co-planar electrodes. The overall change in capacitance
due to a cell binding event, where εr decreases from 80 to 50 is ∆C ∼= 570 aF and
370 aF for the FEM and analytical models, respectively. Thus the CMOS sensor
must be able to resolve capacitance changes well below this threshold in order to
reliably detect cell binding interactions.
3.3 Capacitive Sensing Approach
A custom CMOS capacitance sensor has been designed based on the capacitance-
to-frequency transduction mechanism. The sensor and overall system was designed
to have a large input dynamic range, provide unsupervised high resolution measure-
ments, require a minimal number of I/O pins, and have a readout interface that
requires only low cost components and allow for multiple devices.
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3.4 Sensor Element
This section describes the individual sensor element that has been developed.
Work related to the sensor was presented in two prior conference publications [55,
56], and journal paper [57].
3.4.1 Oscillator
The basic element in the capacitance-to-frequency transduction mechanism is
the oscillating signal generator. There are numerous oscillator topologies that can
be used, including LC tank, RC, and ring oscillators. These different structures
have varied advantages and disadvantages. The ring oscillator topology was used
for its simplicity, small size, and stability.
The basic sensor cell consists of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) made of
three stages [51, 55, 56, 57] and can be seen in Fig. 3.4a. It has two of its nodes
connected to electrodes fabricated in the top-most metal layer. The capacitance
sensed on these electrodes load the oscillator, causing changes in its charging and
discharging rates, leading to a change in frequency at the output [55]. The parasitic
load capacitances at each inverter stage in the oscillator (CL1−CL3) introduce finite
switching delays (τ1 − τ3) and these contribute to the total delay period which sets
the oscillation frequency of the sensor:
f =
IB
VTH(CL1 + CL2 + CL3)
(3.3)





































Figure 3.4: a) Circuit diagram of capacitance sensor pixe, b) System block diagram
interdigitated sensing electrode contributes an input capacitance, CIN , across one
stage of the ring oscillator. During a switching transition, one side of the capacitor
is charged to VDD while the other is discharged, increasing the effective capacitance
across the inverter through the Miller effect. The delay period of this input stage




(CL2 + 3CIN) (3.4)
This means a hyperbolic change in frequency is expected as the input capac-
itance changes. However, under the expected operating conditions and expected
small variations in sensed capacitance, the capacitance-frequency relationship can
be approximated as linear, which is discussed in the following sections. On the
fabricated sensor, the NMOS transistors making up the oscillators are sized with a




Fig. 3.5 shows simulation results of how the output oscillator frequency varies
as a function of sensed capacitive load. As expected from analytical equations, the
oscillation frequency decreases as the sensed capacitive load increases. The expected
range of capacitance load values based on an FEM solver model was 2 fF with a
baseline of approximately 10 or 20 fF, depending on the model. Within this range,
the output frequency varies quite linearly, with an R2 value of 0.9985 and a slope of
1.22 MHz/fF.
Ring oscillators exhibit variations in their outputs due to noise sources such
as flicker and white noise [59]. The jitter due to this resulting phase noise must be
considered because it may affect the final output count. Simulations incorporating
flicker and white noise showed an approximately 24 µs accumulation of jitter over
the 1 s of collection time. Given the sensitivity of 1.22 MHz/fF at an oscillation
frequency of 56.6 MHz, the minimum resolution limited by phase noise comes to 1.1
aF. This figure is an improvement over previous designs, but is based upon expected
sensitivity obtained from simulations.
Monte Carlo simulations of mismatch variations were performed to see their
effects on the oscillation frequency. Fig. 3.5 shows results for a range of sensing ca-
pacitances. The standard deviation in oscillation frequency at a sensed capacitance
of 10 fF is 759 kHz. This leads to an expected uncertainty of 1.8 fF in measurements
due to mismatch. This mismatch is greater than many cell-related capacitances of
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Figure 3.5: Output frequency as a function of sensed capacitive load. Results for typical
expected capacitances are shown in red. The dotted line shows Monte Carlo simulation
results with the inset showing a histogram for a sensed capacitance of 10 fF.
interest, so the system will require per-pixel calibration so that it can retain sensitiv-
ity to cellular phenomena. Fortunately, in this counter-based design, saturation and
dynamic range are not issues, so the calibration will be implemented in post-readout
digital signal processing.
3.4.2.2 Temperature Sensitivity
A series of temperature sensors were implemented on chip in addition to ca-
pacitance sensor elements. In order to simplify the overall system, the temperature
sensors were designed as additional pixels in the chip using the same base ring os-
cillator. Instead of a fixed reference current, a bandgap reference circuit is used to
bias the ring oscillator with a current that is proportional to absolute temperature
[60].
Fig. 3.6 shows how temperature affects the simulated output frequency of
both the capacitance and temperature sensors. The temperature range of interest
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Figure 3.6: Output frequency for the temperature and capacitance sensors as a function
of temperature.
is from 36 to 40 ◦C, since the experiments will be done in a temperature-controlled
incubator. The output frequency of the temperature sensor responds linearly to
changes in temperature, with an R2 value of 1.00 and a slope of 1.47 MHz/◦C. The
capacitance sensor is also affected by ambient temperature, and this relationship
is also linear, with an R2 value of 1.00 and a slope of 160 kHz/◦C. These linear
relationships allow for pixel-level calibration before experiments for correcting the
output data.
3.5 System Overview
The lab-on-CMOS chip contains an array of 4×4 sensor elements. In order to
facilitate the required automatic data readout without the use of large and expensive
laboratory equipment, a serial readout bus is implemented. The system is designed
to allow for simple implementation and ease of experimentation. It only requires
a microcontroller and computer for data readout and storage. Fig. 3.4b shows a
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block diagram of the system. Each of the 4×4 sensor pixels generates an oscillating
signal. This is passed through a digital buffer and into a multiplexer which then
connects to a 32 bit counter. The counter integrates the oscillating signal for a
specified time. Once the integration time is reached, the final count value is stored
and then sent off-chip via an I2C interface implemented on chip. Details of the logic
can be found in Section A.1. In addition to the capacitance sensor pixels in the
sensing array, two additional sensors are also included on chip placed within the
outer padframe area of the chip. This isolates them away from the wet environment
during experimentation and allows them to be used as reference pixels, as described
in Section 3.10.
3.5.1 Multiplexer and Counter
The output signals from each pixel are buffered to a standard digital multi-
plexer, and the selected signal is fed to a single shared counter, which reduces the
total circuit area. The individual pixels are read out sequentially. The minimum






where Qmin is the desired minimum difference in count value. Therefore, one can
trade sensor speed for resolution. For typical operation the sensitivity of the sensor
is 1.22 MHz/fF, or 12.2 kHz/10 aF (Fig. 3.5). Given a target resolution of 10 aF
and an arbitrary desired minimum difference in count value of 100, the required
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integration time is 8.2 ms. In reality, however, parasitic capacitances [50] reduce
sensitivity [9]. To address this, the integration time Tc in the final system design
is set to be >1 s, providing a safety margin of two orders of magnitude for the
measurement range of interest. This collection time is set using a timing clock that
is generated by frequency dividing the system clock (fclk). Divisions are in factors
of 2 and so the maximum timing clock frequency that satisfies the integration time
requirement is fclk/2
22 = 0.72 Hz, which means Tc = 1.40 s.
The minimum counter size (Nc) required to avoid saturation of the sensor
signal is a function of the oscillation frequency and counting time:
Nc = ceil(log2(fTc) (3.6)
where f is the sensors oscillation frequency. Given a frequency of 56.6 MHz and
collection time of 1 s, the minimum counter size is 26 bits. The I2C serial readout
protocol used in this system has packet sizes of 8 bits, so a 26 bit data transfer
requires 4 packets, where the last byte is zero-padded. Therefore, a 32 bit counter
is used in this design. The added space and power costs due to this increase are
minimal. Additionally, the larger counter, having a maximum Tc of 75 s, allows for
more flexibility in varying the collection time and leads to a minimum theoretical
resolution of 0.06 aF. In reality, phase noise would limit resolution to a higher floor.
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3.5.2 Serial Readout
Each sensor pixel generates a 32 bit data sample. The most direct method of
reading out the samples is to output each bit to an I/O pad. However this results
in 32 bond pads that must be dedicated for readout, which may not be feasible
in real fabrication. Additionally, a large number of I/O pins introduces packaging
difficulties, especially in cell culture monitoring for which passivation of the electrical
leads is crucial. An alternative method is to read subsections of the 32 bits at a
time. For example, if one byte of data is read out at a time, the number of bond
pads required for readout would be 10 (eight bit lines and two byte select lines). To
minimize the I/O requirements further, we implement an I2C serial readout bus.
I2C is a serial bus data transfer protocol designed for communication between
multiple sensor chips. It implements a two-wire bus with support for up to 128
individual peripheral chips. The I2C communication interface was implemented by
modifying an open-source I2C core [61] written in Verilog HDL. The core code was
modified to implement only read commands with a packet size of 4 bytes. A separate
logic controller was created to interface with the I2C block. This logic controller
implements the sequential reading and data transfer phases of the system. The
oscillator in each pixel is turned on, and the signal is fed into the shared counter.
Once the required counting time has been reached, the value is latched and sent to
the I2C controller for transmission off-chip. The oscillator start-up time may vary
between pixels, so a delay stage has been implemented to allow the oscillator to
start up before the counter starts accumulating. Another consideration is the finite
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rise and fall times of switching bits in the counter, which introduce brief (< 100
ps) periods of time when the count is unstable and should not be latched. In this
implementation, latching only occurs after a negative edge of the oscillator clock,
since the counter is positive-edge triggered. The digital I2C and chip controller logic
were synthesized using an RTL compiler. A floorplan layout was then created using
Place & Route software and merged with the manually drawn pixel array.
3.6 Fabricated Chip & Readout Platform
The 4× 4 array of pixels (shown in Fig. 3.7) were arranged with an X and Y
pitch of 196 µm and 186 µm, respectively, covering an area of 618 × 588 µm2 on
a 3 × 3 mm2 chip. Since the electrodes are 30 × 30 µm2 in size and are sensitive
to permittivity changes in their immediate surroundings, the actual sensing area
covered by the electrodes is roughly 120 × 120 µm2. This means that the spatial
resolution of the sensor is relatively low. However, when looking at the mechanics of
the cell population as a whole, discrete measurement sites spread over a large area
can suffice. A higher pixel density would be ideal for performing studies of individual
cells. Eight I/O pads are used which were duplicated for packaging redundancy.
The readout system used in this work is a commercially available microcon-
troller (MicroPython PYB v1.0), although any device capable of I2C communication
can be used. All bias voltages are generated internally (Section A.1) and the supply
voltage of 3.3 V is provided by the microcontroller directly. The finite ramping time
of the power supply and startup circuits built into the bias generator ensure the
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oscillators start up correctly. The microcontroller additionally supplies the digital
clock signal that is used for timing of the controller logic on chip and the I2C bus.
Therefore no additional equipment besides the sensor, microcontroller, and a battery
are required to perform measurements, allowing for experiments to be done easily
outside of the laboratory setting. The average power consumption for the entire
system was measured to be 300 mW with the IC chip consuming 8 mW. Therefore
the complete lab-on-CMOS system can easily be implemented on a portable plat-
form. In fact, a low power microcontroller can be used in order to extend battery
lifetime to several days to facilitate longer term experiments.
The presented sensor was fabricated in a commercially available 0.35 µm
CMOS process and wirebonded to a standard DIP-40 ceramic carrier for dry bench-
top experiments. For wet experiments, the wirebonds were passivated using a high
electrical resistivity epoxy (Durapot 863, Cotronics). The passivation was performed
by first heating the chip-in-carrier to 120 ◦C and then manually applying the epoxy
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.7: Photomicrograph of a) Fabricated die (3 × 3 mm2), b) sensing array, and c)



















Figure 3.8: a) Exeprimental setup to characterize sensor as a distance sensor. b) Sensor
output frequency as a metal probe is moved away from the surface of the chip. Solid line
shows a regressive fit of the measured data.
over the bond wires and onto the chip surface, leaving only the sensing area uncov-
ered.
3.7 Capacitance Computation
The sensor data was calibrated by placing a metal probe close to the surface
of the chip and varying the vertical distance of the probe relative to the chip (Fig.
3.8a). The position of the probe was controlled automatically using a piezoelec-
tric actuation platform. The probe was moved in steps of 5 ± 0.5 µm, and the
sensor outputs were allowed to settle for 10 minutes between movements. These
experiments were performed with Sheung Lu. Fig. 3.8b shows how the measured
frequency of oscillation varies as the metal probe is moved away from the chip sur-
face. The output frequency increases as a function of probe distance, corresponding
to a decrease in capacitance.
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This setup was simulated in a FEM solver to obtain the capacitive loads in-
duced by the probe positions. For the small operating range of interest (less than 2
fF) in cell sensing applications, the sensor output frequency response, f(CIN), can
be modeled linearly as follows:
f(CIN) = −α(CIN + C0) + f0 (3.7)
where CIN is input capacitance, C0 is the total parasitic and offset capacitances at
the circuit level, f0 is a baseline frequency, and α is the sensor’s sensitivity. The






where β is a scaling parameter that relates sensed capacitance to probe distance,
and x′ is a parameter that accounts for any displacement errors introduced by the
piezoelectric actuators. We then obtain a model of the sensor’s output frequency as
a function of probe distance:
f(x) = −α( β
x+ x′
+ C0) + f0 (3.9)
The parasitic capacitances in this model were estimated to be 12.1 fF by simu-
lating the electrode and probe structure in an FEM solver (COMSOL Multiphysics).
A regressive fit was performed on the data and the resulting curve is shown in Fig.
3.8 (solid line). The sensor output can thus be characterized by generating calibra-
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Figure 3.9: Sensor characterization curves generated by mapping electrode probe distance
to modeled capacitance value. The curves from left to right indicate the best, average,
and worst case sensitivity scenarios.
tion curves using this relationship. Fig. 3.9 shows three curves corresponding to
the best, average, and worst sensitivity. The capacitance sensitivities corresponding
to each scenario are 1077, 593, and 171 kHz/fF. respectively. These curves were
obtained by using the smallest, largest, and average β values obtained from a set of
1000 regressive fits. The sensitivity figure α = 593 kHz/fF, is the measure that is
used in subsequent capacitance calculations.
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3.8 Bench-Top Characterization
3.8.1 Response to Organic Solvents
The packaged chip was evaluated by measuring the response to fluids placed
in the sample well. We selected fluids with a range of dielectric constants in order
to induce changes in permittivity of the environment surrounding the chip, causing
changes in signal output. The fluids were deionized (DI) water (εr = 80.1), acetone
(εr = 20.7), and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) (εr = 17.9) [62].
Cell media was also used. Fig. 3.10a shows data from a representative pixel
that illustrates the application and removal of each fluid over time. Fluids with
higher relative permittivity induce a stronger drop in amplitude from the baseline
(air, εr = 1.0) since they correspond to a larger sensed capacitance. Of the tested
solutions, DI water has the highest relative permittivity and causes a change in
capacitance of 12 fF from the baseline, based on FEM simulations. Therefore the
input range of the sensor as tested in this work is 12 fF. The sharp features seen
in Fig. 3.10a are artifacts related to physical movements in the experiment. This
is especially the case with acetone since its relatively high vapor pressure means
constant fluid replenishment is needed if the package is not sealed. Fig. 3.10b
shows the mean sensor output across all 16 pixels with error bars marking standard
deviations, and Fig. 3.10c shows the response as a function of relative dielectric
permittivity.
The capacitance sensor chip was also exposed to varying concentrations of
IPA diluted in DI water. The bottom panel of Fig. 3.11 shows the sensor out-
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Figure 3.10: Sensor response to addition of different fluids. (a) Transient plot of response
for a single pixel. (b) Mean response and standard deviation across 16 pixels. (c) Mean
response as a function of relative dielectric permittivity.
put frequency, averaged across 15 pixels; data from one channel was discarded due
to readout error. As can be seen the sensor frequency response decreases as the
percentage by volume of IPA is decreased.
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3.8.2 Spatial Correlation of Capacitance Sensors
The sensor chip contains an array of 16 capacitance pixels, distributed into four
rows and four columns. Following the experimental protocol outlined in Section 3.7,
it is possible to create a map of responses over time by matching each pixel with
its physical location. Fig. 3.12 shows an experiment where the metal probe was
brought down onto the sensor surface and then lifted off. For this particular run,
the probe was purposefully aligned off-center from the sensor array. The change
in frequency (δf) from the baseline measurement is plotted for all 16 pixels. The
bottom panel shows a map of the 16 responses at four different time points, marked
by the blue dashed line in the top panel. Each grid square corresponds to a pixel’s
physical location on the chip. The probe begins to touch down at 190 min and
lifts off at 290 min. The bottom panel shows that the change in frequency is more
prominent in the right side and upper-right side pixels. As the probe lifts off, the





Figure 3.12: Mapping sensor response to external probe interacting with chip surface. a)
16 pixel responses plotted over time as the probe is brought down and lifted off. b) Shaded
plot mapping responses to physical pixel locations. Each array image corresponds to time
points indicated by the dashed lines in (a).
pixels gradually decrease in their response, with the top-right pixel being the last
to settle. This is consistent with the initial alignment of the metal probe in this
experiment.
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3.9 System Level Improvements
3.9.1 Parallel Readout
In the 2nd generation of the chip, the architecture was improved to perform
parallel readout. The chip maintained a 4× 4 array, with multiple sensors activated
at the same time, in a column-wise format. Four row units, each consisting of a
multiplexer and counter, were used to integrate a column of sensors at one time.
Each communication cycle on the I2C readout bus would then send 4 × 32 bits of
data. Fig. 3.13a shows a block diagram of the system with a column-wise readout.
This version allows for a 4× improvement in sensor speed allows the IC to be used for
shorter-term cell experiments while maintaining the same high resolution required





























Figure 3.13: a) Expanded system to include column-wise readout. b) Die photo of the
2nd generation chip
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3.9.2 Tunable Integration Time & Active Pixel Selections
The resolution of the sensor is directly related to the integration time, as
discussed in Section 3.5.1. In the generation 1 fabricated chip, the integration time
was set to 1.39 seconds (1/(fclk/2
22), fclk = 3 MHz) per pixel, which means 22.2
seconds are required to read 16 pixels. This is a relatively slow sampling rate, but
while it is adequate for cell experiments with long time constants, a faster sampling
rate would help to capture minute differences that would otherwise be lost. The
most direct way to increase sampling rate is to reduce the integration time at the
cost of reduced resolution.
To this end we look at the noise resolution of the device. The sensor was
run under stable operating conditions (sensor surface covered, dark light conditions)
over a period of several hours. The mean standard deviation of the output frequency
across all channels was computed to be 22.3 kHz which means a noise floor of 37.6
aF (given the measured sensitivity of 593 kH/fF). For an integration time of 1.39
s, the 22.3 kHz noise level means that a value of ∼62×103 of the integrated sensor
count output can be considered within the noise floor, that is the effective number
of bits (ENOB) is 16.1. Thus, by reducing the integration time, the ENOB can be
increased. At the extreme, an integration time of ∼22.4 µs would reduce the noise
value to ∼1.
With this in mind, a 3rd generation chip was designed and fabricated. The
chip is designed with a programmable integration time from 20 ms to 5.6 s, in 20
ms increments. This parameter is programmed through the I2C bus and does not
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require any additional wiring requirements. This version of the chip also implements
programmable sensors to activate and deactivate sensors in the array individually.
This spatial readout selection allows the sensing area of the array to be fine-tuned
for certain applications. For example, if global capacitance variations are expected
such as during cell death and detachment due to application of a toxin, the number
of active pixels can be minimized in order to increase sensor sampling rate. An
increase in sampling rate of 32x is achievable if only a single sensor is required for
readout. A block diagram and die photo of this 3rd generation chip is shown in Fig.
3.14.
Finally, another aim is to enable high throughput bioassay experiments by
allowing multiple devices to run in parallel without the need for additional equip-
ment. This could prove to be useful in certain applications, and help to make this























Figure 3.14: a) System block diagram of chip with programmable integration time, pixel
activation and programmable I2C address. b) Die photo of the 3rd generation chip
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3.10 Sensor Calibration
Pixel-to-pixel variations in the output frequency are expected due to process
variations and parasitics inherited from fabrication. This can result in each of the
sensor pixels having slightly different baseline frequency levels from one another.
Additionally, fluctuations in power supply levels and temperature may affect the
pixel output frequencies. Therefore, measurements are computed with respect to
an on-chip reference pixel that is also exposed to global supply and temperature
variations, but is unaffected by the analytes being detected. This provides a pseudo-
differential measurement as given by the following:
∆CN(t) = α([fN(t)− fN(0)]− λ[fRef (t)− fRef (0)]) (3.10)
where fN(t) is the raw data for channel N , fRef (t) is the data for the reference
channel, and ∆CN(t) is the final computed capacitance value. The parameter is the
frequency-to-capacitance sensitivity factor (590 kHz/fF) obtained experimentally in
Section 3.7, [56]. The parameter λ is a calibration coefficient that can either be
fixed for all channels (λ = 1), performing a global calibration, or be set individually
for each pixel (λ = γN/γRef ). Coefficients γN and γRef are the slopes of linear fit
lines for fN(t) and fRef (t), respectively.
3.10.1 Temperature Sensitivity
The temperature sensitivity of the device was analyzed by pipetting a drop
of cell media onto the sensor array and placing the packaged device in a hot plate
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oven at 44 ◦C. Measurements were started and the oven was turned off to allow it
to cool down to 33 ◦C over a period of 80 minutes. The mean output frequency of
the pixels is shown in the top panel of Fig. 3.15 (black circles). The temperature-
response of the device is approximately linear (R2 = 0.99) with a sensitivity of 80.6
kHz/◦C or 1374 ppm/◦C. After calibration using the reference pixels as described
previously with λ = 1, the sensitivity is reduced to 10.1 kHz/◦C or 172 ppm/◦C.
The resulting data points are shown as red diamond markers. Per-pixel calibration
was also performed by computing the γN coefficients for each channel. This results
in diminishing temperature sensitivity down to mean across channels of 0.0 kHz/◦C.
The data points for this case are shown as the yellow square markers. It should be
noted that in cell culture experiments, the growth environment has to be strictly
controlled and so the ambient sensor temperature is expected to remain stable at
37 ◦C throughout the duration of an experiment.
3.10.2 Power Supply Sensitivity
Portable biosensor applications can be prone to power supply fluctuations and
so we analyze the power supply sensitivity of the device. The chip was powered
using an external DC power supply (SourceMeter 2400, Keithley) and the supply
was swept from 3.0 to 3.3 V in 10 mV increments. The mean output frequency of
the pixels is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.15 (black circles). The response
of the device is approximately linear (R2 = 0.97) with a sensitivity of 797 kHz/V.
After global calibration, the sensitivity is reduced to 58 kHz/V (red square markers).
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Figure 3.15: Sensitivity and compensation for temperature (top) and power supply (bot-
tom)




Ring oscillators are subject to flicker, thermal, and white noise that result in
phase noise and timing jitter [59, 63]. These effects are manifested as fluctuations in
the oscillators’ output frequencies. In order to quantify noise and resolution of the
sensor elements, we performed benchtop experiments under cell culture conditions.
A standard microbiology tube (1.5 mL, Eppendorf Flex-Tube) was cut and
glued onto the packaged chip to form a well. Cell culture media was put into the
well and the device was placed in an incubator at 37 ◦C for 15 hours while sensor
data was being recorded. The pixels oscillate with baseline frequencies ranging
between 58.0 and 60.5 MHz. Global calibration was performed (λ = 1) as described
in Section 3.10. A plot of the resulting data is shown in Fig. 3.16a. The gray traces
are signals for each pixel while the black line shows their mean. Fig. 3.16b. shows a
histogram of the mean output. The mean standard deviation of frequency over all
pixels is 9.3 kHz, which corresponds to a dynamic capacitance variation of 16 aF.
It should be noted that while pixel level calibration reduces temperature and
power supply sensitivity, it requires computation of calibration coefficients. There-
fore for simplicity, the in vitro experimental data presented in this work uses global
calibration (λ = 1). As such, sensor measurements are expected to exhibit noise
contributions from random temperature and power supply fluctuations. However,
the extent of the noise contributions is expected to fall within the measured noise
resolution of 16 aF. For example, since experiments are done in a regulated incuba-
tor, temperature stability is expected to be within ±0.2 ◦C [64] which corresponds
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to ±3.4 aF given a 17 aF/◦C sensitivity. Additionally, the chip is powered from a
voltage regulator on the microcontroller board, with a dropout voltage of < 50 mV
at a 2.5 mA load current [65]. This corresponds to variability of roughly ±5 aF








Figure 3.16: Long-term sensor response and noise when exposed to cell media at 37 ◦C.
a) Output frequency vs. time for each pixel (gray) and their mean (black). b) Histogram





This chapter presents results of in vitro experiments testing the capacitance
sensor chip with live cells. The experimental protocol is described, along with discus-
sion of encapsulating the chip in biocompatible materials. Experimental results are
then presented with preliminary ground-truth validation using standard microscopy.
Finally the sensor data is used to corroborate with actual cell mechanics by gener-
ating quantification metrics to monitor cell adhesion, proliferation, and mitotis.
4.2 Device Packaging
The presented sensor was fabricated in a commercially available 0.35 µm
CMOS process Three different packaging methods were used. The first method
involved gluing the dies to a ceramic carrier, wirebonding to form electrical con-
nections, and passivating using an epoxy, as described in Section 3.6. The second
method involved encapsulating the die in an epoxy mold, patterning a zinc/copper/nickel
metal stack to make electrical contacts with the chip, and finally passivating the
electrical traces using a second layer of epoxy [66]. Cross-sectional schematics of
these two packaging methods are shown in 4.1. The third method involved mount-












Figure 4.1: Cross-sectional views of chips packaged in a) an epoxy handle wafer, and b) a
passivated DIP carrier
thermocompression bonding. Under-filling with epoxy was used to create a liquid
tight seal between the sensor chip and the LTCC carrier [67, 68]. For all packaging
methods, cell culture wells were created by gluing either standard microbiology or
polypropylene tubes around the sensing area. No variation in chip characteristics
or performance were observed due to choice of packaging method. Photographs of
chips in each of the three packages are shown in Fig. 4.2a (from left to right: ceramic
carrier, epoxy carrier, LTCC carrier).
The readout system consisted of two printed circuit boards (PCBs), a daugh-
terboard that housed the chip and a motherboard that held the microcontroller
(MicroPython PYB v1.0) used for readout (left panel of Fig. 4.2b). The daugh-
terboard contained a zero-insertion-force socket that the chip plugged into. The
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motherboard contained headers that interfaced with the microcontroller. A flat
shielded Ethernet cable was used to connect the two PCBs. The microcontroller
stored the data locally on an SD card and also sent the data to a graphical user
interface on a laptop computer (custom MATLAB GUI) which plotted and stored
the data in real time. Power to the chip was supplied by a voltage regulator on the
microcontroller, which itself was powered via USB from the computer. A photo-
graph of the microcontroller, and daughterboard inside the incubator is shown in
the right panel of Fig. 4.2b.
4.3 Experimental Protocol
The results shown in this chapter are from experiments performed with fab-
ricated sensors. These peliminary biological tests were performed by growing ad-
herent cells onto the chip array. Growth media (RPMI 1640) was prepared with
10 % fetal bovine serum, and supplemented with antibiotics and anti-fungals (peni-
cillin/streptomycin 100×). Human ovarian cancer cell lines A2780 and CP70 were
used in this experiment. The cells were grown in a cell culture vessel until they reach
lag phase growth. At this point the cells were detached using 0.25 % Trypsin/EDTA,
formed into a pellet and re-suspended into 12 mL of fresh cell media. The devices
were prepared by sterilizing them with UV light, and rinsing them with deionized
water, phosphate buffer solution (Dulbeccos Phosphate Buffer Solution), and cell
media. Fresh media was then added and the device was maintained in an incubator




Figure 4.2: a) Photographs of the capacitance sensor chip packaged using the three dif-
ferent methods (from left to right: ceramic carrier, epoxy carrier, LTCC carrier). b) The
test setup. Left: image of a packaged chip on a daughterboard connected to the readout
microcontroller using an Ethernet cable. Right: image of the daughterboard inside the
incubator.
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the device, and data was continuously recorded throughout the experiment. Two
separate devices were packaged and plated with each of the two cell lines in separate
experiments, resulting in a total of four experimental datasets. All 16 sensor pixels
on each chip were active and recording. The devices were kept in the incubator and
connected to the readout microcontroller and laptop (located externally) using a
shielded Ethernet cable. Fig. 4.2b shows a photograph of the testing setup.
4.4 Tracking Cell Adhesion & Migration
Fig. 4.3a shows response curves obtained from a device plated with CP70
cells. The two vertical lines at t = 21 hours and t = 44 hours indicate time points
when recording was paused to take images of the chips surface, shown in Fig. 4.3b
and Fig. 4.3c. For all but one sensor the signal remained relatively low until 5 hours
of incubation. This is consistent with the pre-adhesion phase of growth where cells
settle onto the chip surface. After this phase, cells start adhering to the chip surface,
showing a corresponding increase in signal. The strength of the signal change is
indicative of cell growth quality at that electrode, which in turn is dependent upon
where the cells first settle down from the solution. Therefore certain electrodes show
little change in signal if no initial settling (and subsequent adhesion) occurs. This is
evident in sensor 5 (row 2, column 1 of the array) which shows little change through
34 hours of incubation. Fig. 4.3b shows the corresponding absence of nearby cells
at this electrode. Likewise, the response of sensor 11 (row 3, column 3) stays below
50 aF through 44 hours of incubation. Both Fig. 4.3b and Fig. 4.3c show this
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electrode to have no cells directly on top of the sensing electrodes.
Fig. 4.4 shows results from a second and third experiment, using the same
device. Each panel shows the output of two sensors, one that was observed to have
cell coverage (red) and one without coverage (black). As before, the results show
a correlation between sensor output and observed cell coverage. A difference of at
least 500 aF was observed between electrodes with and without cell coverage.
As cells adhere and proliferate, they can also translate from one location to
another, a phenomenon called cell migration [69]. This can also be observed in the
transient response curves of Fig. 4.3a. As cells proliferate and cover more electrode
area, a corresponding increase in absolute sensed capacitance is observed. Likewise if
cells migrate away from an electrode, they cover less and less electrode area, causing




































(a) (b) top (c) bottom
Figure 4.3: a) Response curves of the chip as CP70 cells adhere and proliferate across the
sensor array. The two vertical black lines at t = 21 hours and t = 44 hours indicate times
when data recording was paused for imaging. Right panel shows image of surface of chip

























Figure 4.4: Results from two cell experiments performed after cleaning and reusing a
device. Lines show output from sensors with (red) and without (black) cell coverage
up and down over a period of several hours. These trends can be caused by cell
migration to and away from the electrodes. For example, sensor 4 (row 1, column
4 of the array) shows a gradual signal drop from 300 aF to 20 aF between t =
21 hours and t = 44 hours. Examination of the images in Fig. 4.3b,c shows a
corresponding absence of cells on sensor 4 between these two time points. Sensors
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10 (row 3, column 2), and 16 (row 4, column 4) also corroborate this observation,
with decreases of 392 aF and 226 aF, respectively. Additional sample data can be
found in Appendix A.2.
4.5 Quantifying Cell Growth Rates
The growth rate of cells can be monitored by looking at the cumulative num-
ber of sensors (NCS) in the array that record a significant change in capacitance,
designated by a threshold value, during the experiment. Fig. 4.5 shows such a plot
with the capacitance threshold set at 200 aF (> 5 times the noise threshold of 22.3
kHz, Section 3.9.2), for each of the four experiments. For clarity, the increments
were recorded for each hour of incubation. As can be seen, there is an initial 5 hour
period where a small number (< 5) of sensors show a capacitance change. This is
indicative of the cell sedimentation process. Then as the cells adhere and proliferate,
the number of sensors showing a response greater than 200 aF increases. Over the
course of several hours the number of affected sensors increases and plateaus.
A quantitative estimate of the cell growth rate can be obtained by calculating
the rate at which sensors detect cells over the course of the adhesion. The slope of
NCS for each of the experiments in Fig. 4.5 was calculated; the solid lines show the
calculated slope line. A nominal area growth rate can then be estimated by scaling
this growth rate by the known 30 × 30 µm2 area of each pair of electrodes. Table



















































Figure 4.5: Cumulative number of sensors that show an increase in capacitance as a
function of time, for each of the four experiments described in Section 4.3. The large
plateau after 22 hours in (b) is due to solution evaporation.
Cell Line Device Adhesion Time Growth Rate Growth Rate
(hrs) (sensors/hr) (µm2/hr)
CP70 1 11.7 0.43 380
CP70 2 9.8 0.74 670
A2780 1 12.7 0.67 600
A2780 2 7.8 0.87 780
Table 4.1: Cell Growth Rate Estimation
The experimental data shows a clear pattern of cell coverage detection; as
a larger area of a pixel’s electrodes are covered, a corresponding increase in the
sensor signal is recorded. Fig. 4.6b shows the average capacitance change across all
experiments. A linear fit (R2 = 0.94) estimates a response of 100 aF/cell. Error
bars corresponding to the standard deviation of the measurements indicate that
variability is relatively large compared to the mean: ±200 aF for 2 cell coverage.
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However, since the experiments vary in both device used and type of cells cultured,
discrepancies are expected.
The dynamic change in measured capacitance also has strong correlation with
changes in cell coverage. Fig. 4.7 shows such a plot for the experiment with Device
1 and CP70 cell line. The change in measured capacitance (∆C) is the difference in
signal between two time points that correspond to the two images. The change in
cell coverage is the difference in the estimated number of cells covering each pixel
at the two time points. For this experiment the change in coverage ranged from −3
to +2 cells.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the measured sensor response as a function of estimated cell coverage
of pixels. a) All experiments separately, b) Mean value. Linear fit shows a sensitivity of
100 aF/cell.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of the measured change in capacitance as a function of change in cell
coverage (Device 1, CP70 cells)
the change in measured capacitance. An average decrease of 300 aF in the signal
was observed for sensors that showed a 3 cell decrease in coverage between the two
time point, and a 130 aF decrease for a sensors exhibiting a single cell decrease in
coverage. However an average signal increase of 140 aF was measured for sensors
that had no change in coverage. We note that the cell coverage estimates were
obtained manually and reflect an estimate of the number of cells on the electrode,
so reported changes in cell coverage are limited in accuracy.
4.6 Summary
This chapter presented preliminary results of in vitro cell experiments using
the cell capacitance sensor. The chip was packaged using three different meth-
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ods (including one assembled at the University of Oulu) and does not require any
surface functionalization or post-processing prior to experiments. Human ovarian
cancer cell lines CP70 and A2780 were cultured in wells attached to the chip surface,
and capacitance data was taken automatically over a period of three days. Micro-
scopic images were taken of the sensor surfaces during the experiments to provide
visualization of cell growth and proliferation.
Analysis of the data showed transient capacitive changes during experiments
which correlated with visual images of the chip. Estimates of the cell growth rate
were obtained from analysis of the transient data for each experiment. Cell migration
was also observed at some sensor locations. Finally, the sensitivity of the sensors was
quantified by comparing the measured capacitance responses to the cell coverage at
each individual pixel. Analysis of four experiments showed good correlation between
cell coverage and change in capacitance measurement.
In the following chapter, higher resolution imagery is used to further validate
measurements from the chip, including the investigation of single cell binding events.
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Chapter 5
Real-time Imaging in Lab-on-CMOS Applications
5.1 Preface
This chapter includes excerpts of an article published in IEEE Transactions
on Biomedical Circuits and Systems that was authored by myself, Sheung Lu, Dr.
Marc Dandin, Dr. Elisabeth Smela, and Dr. Pamela Abshire. The core idea for
the two well cell culture platform was formulated in discussions with Sheung Lu.
Sheung additionally sourced parts for the custom microscope assembly. My other
contributions include setting up and performing the experiments, developing the cell
detection algorithm, performing image processing, and most of the writing.
5.2 Introduction
In order to obtain accurate ground truth information, it is important to be
able to obtain visual confirmation of what is occurring on the sensor surface. This is
especially important since capacitive changes are the result of changes in the permit-
tivity of the immediate surroundings at the input electrode, whether it be due to the
adhesion of cells or changes in the media. The quantification of data presented in
Section 4.4 used ground truth information from manual discrimination of cells based
on microscopic images. There are a few drawbacks with this approach. Manual hu-
man identification is inherently subjective since it is difficult to make estimates that
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are always consistent throughout multiple trials. Therefore a method of objectively
quantifying ground truth cell coverage would be beneficial. A major obstacle that
exacerbates the issue of subjectivity is the difficulty in obtaining clear images of the
sensor surface. Since the sensor substrate is opaque, imaging techniques that require
a through-sample optical path cannot be used. These include phase contrast and
inverted light microscopy that are normally used in microbiology. This means that
reflective microscopy is required. However, acquiring clear images with this method
is difficult due to light refraction through the air-liquid interfaces, as can be seen
in Fig. 4.3b,c. In order to mitigate this problem, higher-quality images could be
obtained using a microscope with immersion lenses [6].
Another important consideration in validating the biosensor is having higher
temporal resolution of the ground truth. This means continual imaging of the sensor
surface as the experiments are run. This introduces logistical difficulties since the
sensor would need to be moved to an imaging facility numerous times through a
recording session. The physical movement itself could compromise the viability of
cells since the samples need to be removed from the cell culture incubator often.
This chapter presents work towards building a platform to perform long-term and
concurrent time-lapse imaging and data collection. No such platform has previously
been reported for LoCMOS sensors.
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5.2.1 Visualizing Cells
Cells absorb little to none of the light that passes through their bodies. Rather
cells are phase objects: they create changes in image contrast due to variations in
their thickness and their different refractive index from the cell media [70]. As such,
a number of different microscopy methods have been developed to properly visualize
cells. Fluorescence microscopy involves the addition of a fluorescent stain that can
label certain proteins or chemical compounds within cells. These labels are excited
with light at a certain wavelength, and the resulting fluorescence emission can be
measured. However, the dyes themselves can affect normal cellular function and so
are rarely used in long-term live cell imaging [15]. Additionally, the excitation light
intensity can be phototoxic to cells, and affect their behavior over time [70, 15].
Phase-contrast and differential interference contrast microscopy are popular label-
free alternatives to fluorescence imaging [71]. They use additional optical hardware
to convert phase shifts caused by cells into detectable light intensity variations. Most
cell microscopy methods are commonly used with optically transparent samples, and
so are not suitable for imaging cells on optically opaque CMOS chips.
5.2.2 Challenges
There are several significant challenges in obtaining clear images of a CMOS
sensor in the cell culture environment. Since the sensor substrate is opaque, imag-
ing techniques that require a through-sample optical path cannot be used. These
include phase contrast and inverted light microscopy that are commonly used in mi-
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a) b) 0 hrs
5 hrs
Figure 5.1: Photomicrographs of cells on CMOS chips. Left: Images of sensory neurons
taken with a) standard objective lens, b) immersion lens. Image from [6]. Right: Images
of ovarian cancer cells, with media evaporation resulting in loss of focus after 5 hours.
crobiology. This means that reflective microscopy is required. However, acquiring
clear images for samples in a fluid environment with this method is difficult. Light
refraction through the air-liquid interface results in blurry or poor quality images,
as can be seen in Fig. 5.1a (left panel). Curvature of the interface due to surface
tension (i.e. meniscus) is particularly problematic. Higher-quality images can be
obtained using immersion lenses [6], which are designed to be used with an immer-
sion liquid (e.g. oil). Water immersion lenses, in particular, can be used for live
cell imaging by dipping the lens directly in cell medium, resulting in much clearer
images Fig. 5.1b (left panel). However these lenses are quite expensive and are not
typically used for long-term observation [72].
Mammalian cells require a stable growth environment that matches physio-
logical conditions, usually achieved by keeping the sample inside an incubator (37
◦C, 5% CO2). Since a continuous stream of images is required for validating the
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high-temporal resolution sensor data, the sensor/culture would need to be moved
to an imaging facility numerous times throughout a recording session. This would
compromise the viability of cells since the device needs to be removed from the
controlled culture environment. This often means that the sensor recording needs
to be stopped and restarted as well. Therefore, imaging should occur continuously
within the cell culture environment.
Furthermore, the cell media has to be maintained at a constant pH level for
optimal growth conditions. This is ensured by gaseous exchange with 5% CO2
within the incubator, so the culture well cannot be covered with an airtight seal.
During long-term experiments, this leads to evaporation of the cell media which
increases the salt concentration and osmotic pressure and decreases viability [73].
Media evaporation further causes a change in the height of the air-liquid interface,
leading to the sensor surface moving out of focus, as can be seen in the right panel
of Fig. 5.1. This is not an issue in traditional transmittance-based microscopy,
because the lens is focused on the underside of culture well that always remains the
same distance away from the lens.
5.2.3 Alternative Imaging Systems
Several research and commercial grade systems exist that integrate cell cul-
ture incubator conditions and imaging [74, 75, 76, 77, 78]. These systems generally
incorporate an inverted microscope, illumination sources, and CCD camera into






Figure 5.2: Schematic of a borescope-based imaging system. Placement of the lens within
the cell solution can help to reduce effects of light refraction.
sition can either be manually or automatically controlled. Each of these systems
are designed for use with transparent samples since the inverted microscopes rely
on light transmission through the samples. Since substrates on lab-on-CMOS chips
are opaque these systems would not be applicable without modifications. Jin et al.
developed a wireless imaging platform that can be placed inside commercial incu-
bators [74]. It is based on a Sony QX10 camera that his housed in a 3D printed
bracing structure that includes an excitation filter, emission filter and lens for flu-
orescent microscopy applications. The camera itself is WiFi enabled and so it can
be controlled remotely, eliminating the need for wiring that needs to pass out of the
incubator door, which can compromise the stability of the incubation environment.
A low-cost alternative could take inspiration from healthcare. Endoscopes
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and borescopes are visual inspection devices with a camera head on one end and
an eyepiece on the other. Video versions of these devices act as miniature video
cameras with the eyepiece replaced by either a video screen or connection to a
computer. Additionally, endoscopes in particular are designed to be waterproof. If
the camera-end of the scope can be placed into the culture well, then the problems
of refraction may be avoided. Electronic cameras can be done remotely to allow for
automatic time-lapse imaging (Fig. 5.2).
Another system would involve the use of a normal reflective microscope, with
an attached CCD camera. This would be similar to the setup developed by Jin et al.
[74], with a modified light source and microscope/lens setup in order to work with
opaque substrates. An important constraint with this approach is the physical size
of the well. The walls of the assay well need to be high enough to contain enough
cell media during experiments. Therefore they will limit how close the microscope
objective lens can get to the sample. A possible solution is to use a microscope that
has a long working distance at the cost of lower magnification, and loss of image
quality due to refractive effects.
5.2.4 Previous Approaches
Imaging cells on top of CMOS chips has been performed using different mi-
croscopy methods, including normal light [10, 11, 37, 57], scanning electron [79, 80,
81, 82], and fluorescence-based methods [83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. Park et al. obtained
fluorescence images of cells at 24 hour intervals to validate impedance measurements
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[85]. They also monitored cells during extracellular stimulation and recording [83].
Chi et al. used a fluorescence image to validate cellular impedance and optical mea-
surements [84]. Lopez et al. and Abbot et al. used fluorescence images to locate
cells for comparison with extracellular recordings [86, 87]. Niitsu et al. used light
microscopy to correlate cell locations with cyclic voltammetry measurements [37].
Nabovati et al. used light microscopy to image cells on top of a capacitance sensor
chip [11]. Couniot et al. used images of cells to count cell coverage in order to
quantify the sensitivity of their device [10]. However, in each of these cases, imaging
was done at discrete time points outside the incubator using standard imaging plat-
forms. This is sufficient for some applications such as extracellular cell monitoring
where a single snapshot of neuron locations is adequate to localize sources. How-
ever for other applications such as cell proliferation or motility monitoring, these




This work uses an in-incubator platform to perform long-term imaging of live
cells on LoCMOS. A standard reflective microscope head unit (Microzoom II, Bausch
& Lomb) with a camera (16 MP, Amscope) is secured to a custom-machined mi-
croscope assembly that was designed to fit within the incubator (Isotemp, Fisher
Scientific). A white LED lamp (MR16, EcoSmart) with a peak emission wavelength
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of 960 nm was used as the light source. The CMOS chip is placed under the mi-
croscope on top of a two-axis linear stage (Thorlabs) to facilitate XY alignment,
with height controlled using the vertical adjustment of the microscope head unit.
A standard objective lens with a long working distance (>2 cm) is used to facili-
tate positioning of the LoCMOS within a cell culture well. The sensor is powered
and automatically collects data while images of the sensor surface are automatically
taken every 5 minutes. Since the system has minimal wiring requirements, it does
not disrupt normal operation of the incubator, ensuring a stable culture environ-
ment (37 ◦ C, 5 % CO2). This allows data to be recorded over the course of the
experiments (up to 3 days), in an unsupervised and uninterrupted manner.
5.3.2 Dual-Well Approach
A dual-well structure, as shown in Fig. 5.3a, was developed to alleviate the
challenges of imaging CMOS chips. The inner well serves as the primary culture
well where cells interact with sensors. This well is filled with cell media and covered
with a glass coverslip to prevent media evaporation and keep a fixed focal distance
for microscopy. A larger outer well is also filled with cell media but is left uncovered
to allow gas exchange and maintain physiological pH levels. Ports are created in the
inner well to allow for diffusion between the two wells, thereby maintaining proper
growth conditions in the inner well.
The size and shape of the well can be customized for different package sizes.










Figure 5.3: a) Schematic of dual-well package. b) Photograph of packaged chip inside an
incubator
glued onto the packaged device using a using a bio-compatible silicone glue (Kwik-
Cast, World Precision Instruments). The cuvette had 5 mm holes drilled through
the bottom of two of its sidewalls to create the diffusion ports. The secondary well
was formed by attaching a larger plastic tube (30 mm diameter) on the device.
The outer well should be taller than the inner well to prevent media overflow. A
photograph of a packaged device is shown in Fig. 5.3b.
5.4 Live Cell Experiments
5.4.1 Experimental Protocol
Human ovarian cancer cell lines A2780 and CP70 were prepared following the
protocol described in Section 4.3. Prior to each experiment, the packaged devices
were sterilized by exposure to UV light for 30 minutes. They were then sequentially
rinsed with deionized water, phosphate buffer solution, and fresh cell media. Both
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wells on the device were filled with pre-warmed cell media and then 105 cells/ml
were added directly over the sensing area using a micropipette. More media was
then added to fill the primary well and then a coverslip was used to seal the well.
Excess media was then aspirated out from the secondary well, allowing the coverslip
to form a tight seal around the primary well. The device was then placed inside an
incubator and recording was started. Cells were allowed to grow for 72 hours before
the experiment was stopped.
5.4.2 Experimental Results
In order to validate the capacitance sensor measurements, experiments were
first conducted with the imaging and sensor recordings running concurrently. Fig.
5.4 shows time-lapse images taken using the in-incubator imaging system along with
the corresponding capacitance measurements for four sensors in the array. During
this portion of the experiment, cells were pipetted into the culture well over the
sensor array, then allowed to settle onto the chip surface in a random manner.
As cells first seeded onto the surface they were rounded, as can be seen in image
A of Fig. 5.4a. While this initial binding is weak, a noticeable difference was seen in
channels 2 and 4, which had an initial seeding of cells compared to channels 1 and
3, which were void of cells. Over the next several hours, the cells began to flatten
and adhere more strongly, as can be seen in the progression to images B and then C.
Corresponding capacitance increases to 380 aF and 600 aF were seen in channels 2
and 4, respectively. Channel 3 showed a brief increase in capacitance between hours
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Figure 5.4: Correlation of capacitance measurements and time-lapse imaging of cells on
the chip during cell-substrate binding. a) Images taken of four sensors at different time
points. b) Corresponding sensor responses showing the measured capacitance changes over
time. The letter markers indicate the time points corresponding to each frame. Video is
available as supplementary material.
19 (image D) and 22 (image E). This was due to the cell on the top-right of the
electrode, which traversed from the top of the electrode to the bottom over this time
period, briefly increasing the capacitive coupling. Additionally, channel 1 showed a
sharp increase in capacitance of ∼200 aF at 21 hours. This was due to the cell to
the top-right of its electrodes, which moved downwards towards the center of the
electrodes and remained there, as can be seen between images D and E. Channel
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2 measured a brief 215 aF dip in capacitance at 19 hours. This was due to the
cell on top of the electrodes (image C) undergoing cell division. The two resulting
daughter cells (image D) covered approximately the same area of electrodes as the
parent, but the daughter cells were probably not as well adhered, resulting in a drop
in measured capacitance. Over the next several hours these cells started to grow
and to bind to the substrate, resulting in the increase in measured capacitance.
Fig. 5.5 shows results from another experiment where cells were allowed to
grow unhindered. The top panel shows time-lapse images of four electrodes taken
during the experiment and the bottom panel shows the corresponding capacitance
data. The dashed lines and letters indicate the time points for each image.
When cells are first seeded into the culture well, they float in solution before
settling down in random locations on the CMOS chip. At this point they are initially
round and are just beginning to adhere (image A). As time progresses the cells form
stronger connections to the surface, flatten in shape and spread outward (images B
and C). Channel 1 in Fig. 5.5a shows little change in capacitance until 32 hours into
the experiment (image E) where most of the electrode area becomes covered with
cells causing a peak of 600 aF. In the next five hours, the measured capacitance drops
by 200 aF as the electrode coverage area reduces due to one of the cells dividing
(image F). In another example, channel 2 shows a drop of 200 aF from 25 to 27 hours
that is also caused by a dividing cell. Image C shows the parent cell and image D
shows the two daughter cells. Channel 3 shows noticeable increase in coverage
between images A and B, with the corresponding increase of 300 aF during this
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(b)
Figure 5.5: Correlation of capacitance measurements and time-lapse imaging of cells on
the chip during cell-substrate binding. a) Images taken of four sensors at different time
points. b) Corresponding sensor responses showing the measured capacitance changes over
time. The letter markers indicate the time points corresponding to each frame. Video is
available as supplementary material.
a decrease of roughly 200 aF as the cell shifts downwards. Sensor 4 shows examples
of cells undergoing morphological changes. At 12 hours, a pair of cells stretches
across all for fingers of the electrode, resulting in a bump in capacitance of 350 aF
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(image B). Twelve hours later, the electrode area becomes relatively empty leading
to a drop of 250 aF (image C). At 34 hours cells start to expand and adhere well
across the electrodes, bringing the sensed capacitance to a peak of 750 aF (image
E).
Repeat experiments were performed using the two cell lines and showed similar
growth profiles. The maximum mean capacitance change measured by the sensor
for electrodes fully covered by cells was 1 fF. This results in a coverage sensitivity
of roughly 1.1 aF/µm2.
5.5 Cell Segmentation
As a first step in validating capacitance measurements with ground truth im-
ages of cell coverage, we describe image processing techniques to automatically cal-
culate sensor coverage area for each of the collected time-lapse images. It is then
possible to correlate coverage estimates with capacitance measurements. The pro-
cess of using image analysis techniques to detect cell shape and size is called cell
segmentation.
Images of samples containing dissociated cells, or small fragments of tissues on
glass slides (cytopathology samples) are generally more amenable to segmentation
due to well-separated cell membranes and a clear background. On the other hand,
samples that preserve whole tissues (histopathology samples) are much more com-
plex, with cells of various sizes and shapes embedded amongst a noisy background.
These types of samples however are often prepared with well-characterized stains
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that can help to identify regions of interest such as cell nuclei and membranes [7].
In this work, cells are grown in vitro directly on top of the CMOS chip and
normal reflected light microscopy is performed. As can be seen in the time-lapse
images in Fig. 5.4a, cells appear as translucent, irregularly-shaped features that are
primarily identifiable through the slight contrast differences along their membranes.
It is also important to note that cells are unlabeled, i.e. no dyes or probes are
added to enhance cell contrast. Another factor that exacerbates image processing
challenges are the visible features of the chip itself, especially the underlying metal
layers that are used for signal routing and electrode formation. These features ap-
pear very prominently in reflected light microscopy and easily obfuscate the outlines
of cells that would normally be visible under a uniform background.
5.5.1 Background
Many different segmentation methodologies have been proposed, however these
can generally be classified into a few categories: intensity thresholding, feature detec-
tion, morphological filtering, and region accumulation [88]. Image intensity thresh-
olding is a basic strategy that assumes cells appear consistently darker or lighter
compared to the image background. Thresholding the image using a global or adap-
tive value can then give an initial estimate of the cell shape and location. Edge
detection and linear image filtering are examples of feature detection algorithms ap-
plied to cell images. They leverage prior knowledge of cell features. Morphological
filtering uses mathematical morphology theory to filter images based on basic image
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shapes, called structuring elements. These are shapes that are the basis for perform-
ing a dilation (enlarging features), erosion (shrinking features), or combinations of
the two operations. If the locations of cell nuclei or cell centers are known, then
one can iteratively grow regions surrounding that initial seed point to form a group




As mentioned previously, the visible features of the chip itself introduce a
challenge in traditional segmentation approaches. Therefore, all images are first
processed to reduce the intensity of these features. This is performed by converting
images to grayscale and then normalizing all frames using a reference image con-
sisting of a bare electrode. The first step in pre-processing the images is to register
(align) each frame to the reference. This is required because the sensor surface may
shift slightly over time under the microscope. An iterative intensity-based regis-
tration algorithm is used to perform the alignment. The next step is to perform
the normalization using the reference image. As seen in the sample images in Fig.
5.5a, the central and outer regions of cells are brighter and darker compared to the
background, respectively. To emphasize these two regions, the image normalization
is performed in two parallel paths. First a direct subtraction and scaling is done
directly on the frame and reference. Second, both images are complemented before
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subtracting and scaling. The result of these two flows are images that emphasize the
dark and bright portions of the cells as can be seen in Fig. 5.6b and c, respectively.
5.5.2.2 Cell Detection
These images are then binarized using an adaptive thresholding approach [89].
This results in preliminary binary masks that delineate cell coverage (Fig. 5.6d).
The red and orange portions of the image correspond to the thresholded dark and
bright regions, respectively. Next, morphological image processing is performed to
denoise the mask based on expected models of cell shape and sensor surface features.
The two basic morphological operations are erosions and dilations. The mask images
are probed using a disk-shaped structuring element, to shrink or enlarge the base
image. An erosion is performed using a structural element to filter out any false
positives caused by features of the chip that were not removed during reference
subtraction. This is evident, for example, in the false positives created by the
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Figure 5.6: Images of intermediate steps in cell segmentation algorithm. a) Original image
of cells over sensor electrode. b, c) Result of registering and subtraction of bare reference
electrode for dark (b) and bright (c) emphasis. d) Output of two-level adaptive threshold-
ing with orange and red regions corresponding to bright and dark levels, respectively. e)
Mask after morphological filtering. f) Detected cell coverage regions and electrode area,
marked in red and orange outlines, respectively.
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interdigitated electrodes in Fig. 5.6d. Dilation is then performed to expand the mask
area around edges that were not well defined after reference subtraction. The result
of these operations on the bright and dark emphasized masks are then combined
(Fig. 5.6e) and dilated once more. Finally, any remaining holes in the mask are
filled. Fig. 5.6f shows the outline of the final mask (red) along with the outline of
the electrode sensing area (orange). The overlap between the two regions is the final
estimated coverage for each frame. Listing 1 and 2 outlines the image processing
steps. The comment lines include letters in the parentheses that correspond to the
sample images in Fig. 5.6.









//combine and fill mask (f)
mask = darkIm | brightIm;
mask = dilate(mask, line0/90);
mask = erode(mask, disk2);
mask = fill_holes(mask);
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mask = threshold(xref, 3 lvl, adaptive);
//clean mask (e)
mask_hz = erode(mask, horizontal lines);
mask_hz = dilate(mask, line0/90);
mask = mask & ~mask_hz;




5.5.3 Results & Discussion
The cell coverage detection algorithm was then evaluated using a dataset of
images generated through the imaging and cell culture protocols described in Sec-
tions 5.3.2 and 4.3, respectively. Three experiments were performed using the two
cell lines (1 × A2780, 2 × CP70), and a subset of the data consisting of capacitance
measurements from nine sensors and their corresponding time-lapse images (3196
frames) was used for analysis.
5.5.3.1 Sensor Correlation
The image processing was performed on each image in the dataset resulting in
an estimate of cell coverage as a function of time. Fig. 5.7a shows examples of time
series results of the segmentation. The red traces (scale on right axis) are the esti-
mated electrode coverage area and the black traces (left axis) are the corresponding
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capacitance measurements. Through multi-physics simulations [55] and observation
of the time-lapse images and sensor data, we expect capacitance measurements to be
proportional to the area coverage of the electrodes. Therefore, if a larger area of the
electrodes is covered we expect a larger corresponding change in capacitance. As can
be seen in Fig. 5.7a, there is indeed a clear qualitative correlation between coverage
and capacitance. At the beginning of experiments when cells have just settled, they
are at their smallest size leading to a low electrode area coverage and at the same
time the capacitance is relatively low. In both examples, capacitance increases after
10 hours and there is a corresponding increase in coverage. Interestingly, decreases
in capacitance are also correlated between the two curves. For example, the drop
in capacitance between 21 and 23 hours for dataset 1 is reflected in the coverage
estimate as well. It is important to note, however, that the capacitance and cover-
age scales are not expected to have one-to-one correspondence. Indeed, one expects
the capacitance gain (capacitance per unit area) would vary from pixel to pixel due
to process variations. To better quantify the capacitance-coverage relationship, we
look at scatter plots of capacitance vs. coverage (Fig. 5.7b). As can be seen, there
is a roughly linear relationship between the two variables (rcov = 0.93 for both,
Pearsons correlation coefficient). The majority of the data points follow the linear
trend although several clusters of outliers exist. For example, the cluster of points in
dataset 1 that lie below the best-fit line at 20−30 hours is due to the over-reporting
of the electrode coverage by the detection algorithm. The correlation coefficients
have a mean of 0.80 and standard deviation of 0.12, across the nine datasets, each
reflecting data collected from a single sensor over three experiments.
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Figure 5.7: Correlation of measured capacitance and estimated cell coverage. a) Capac-
itance and coverage plotted as a function of time for two exemplar datasets. b) Scatter
plots of capacitance vs. estimated coverage, with linear regression line, for the data in
(a). c) Histogram of the difference between fit line and measured capacitance values for
all datasets (N = 3196). d) Derived sensor gain vs. correlation coefficient.
A histogram showing the residuals between measured capacitance values and
the linear best-fit lines is shown in Fig. 5.7c. The figure reflects data from all 3196
frames/datapoints. A Gaussian fit of the data (R2 = 0.97) results in a distribution
with a mean of −1 aF and standard deviation of 80 aF. Using a 2σ threshold to
cover 95 % of the distribution, the error would be 1± 160 aF.
Several factors contribute to this relatively large error, with variability result-
ing from both the segmentation algorithm and also biological responses. First, the
quoted error metric is calculated under the assumption that the coverage estimates
from image processing provide ground-truth data, and that deviations from the best-
fit linear line are the consequence of error in capacitance measurements. A more
accurate figure could be obtained if each of the images in the dataset were manually
processed to mark areas of cell coverage. This ground truth dataset could then be
used to refine both sensor calibration and algorithms for estimating cell coverage.
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Another source of variability is the quality of cell binding for given coverage
area. Cells that are in their initial state of attachment (e.g. cells that have just been
seeded into a well) primarily stick to the substrate through electrostatic interactions
[26]. Over time, cells form a complex structure of cell adhesion molecules that bind
them to the substrate, thus increasing the coupling strength. Therefore, given two
cells that cover the same surface, the capacitive coupling of the two will be different
depending on how well developed the bonding is. Since image processing treats area
coverage equally, this binding quality is not considered.
5.5.3.2 Sensor Gain
Given the expected linear relationship between electrode coverage and capac-
itance, the slopes of the best-fit correlation lines calculated in Section 5.5.3.1) (and
shown in Fig. 5.7b) are a measure of the sensors gain. Fig. 5.7d shows a scatter plot
of the slope values as a function of rcov for each of the nine datasets. The slopes
range from 0.32 to 2.00 aF/µm2 with a mean of 1.11 ± 0.52 aF/µm2. These val-
ues are of course highly dependent on the accuracy of coverage estimation. Indeed,
datasets with higher rcov show a tighter distribution. If we focus on datasets with
a good capacitance-coverage correlation (rcov > 0.85), we see a mean sensor gain
of 1.28 ± 0.29 aF/µm2. This value is close to the initial estimate of 1.1 aF/µm2
obtained using the mean maximum measured capacitance (Section 4.4). It is also
with range of the sensitivity values in existing literature (see Table 8.1). The result
can also be improved given a larger number of image and measurement datasets.
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Further improvements of the cell segmentation algorithm can also be performed by




Applications, Part 1: Mitotic Activity Detection
6.1 Preface
Here were present work towards using the capacitance sensor chip as a tool for
cancer research applications: detecting cell mitotic activity. This is relevant in two
respects: 1) mitotic activity in tissue is an important indicator in cancer prognosis,
and 2) detection of mitosis events can be used as a marker for cell cycle-targeted
therapy development.
This chapter includes excerpts of a manuscript in preparation with authors
including myself, Sheung Lu, Dr. Marc Dandin, Dr. John Basile, Dr. Elisabeth
Smela, and Dr. Pamela Abshire. My contributions include setting up and perform-
ing the experiments, image and data analysis for mitosis event detection, developing
the automated detection algorithm, and most of the writing.
6.2 Introduction
6.2.1 Mitotic Counts
Histologic grading, the visual classification of cancer cells and tissues, is an
important prognostic factor and indicator of metastatic risk in cancer patients.
Counting cell divisions in particular is an important feature that has been linked
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to grading. For example, Andreou et al. looked at primary, localized, high-grade
soft tissue sarcomas and determined that mitotic count (along with the amount
of viable tumour remaining post-treatment) strongly correlated with prognosis and
could serve as the basis for designing personalized treatments [90].
Pathologists currently obtain mitotic counts manually by optical inspection
through a high-powered microscope. Tissue samples are first affixed and stained.
Then the number of cells undergoing mitosis is manually counted by identifying
morphological features that match the latter part of the cell cycle (e.g. visible
chromatid separation, lack of nuclear membrane, hyperchromatic appearance) [91].
Unfortunately, counting mitoses can be subjective and affected by fixation of the
tumour tissues, the quality of the section or biopsy, and adequate selection of the
most representative areas [92]. As such, it is a tedious and time-consuming task,
and has limited reproducibility. Rapid counting also results in errors so multiple
recounts are generally required [93]. Therefore a method of objectively quantifying
cell proliferation and mitotic events, can be a great benefit for cancer prognosis.
Quantitative image analysis techniques have been developed to address some
Figure 6.1: Example images of nuclei that are challenging to detect (figure taken directly
from [7])
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of these challenges. These systems analyse large datasets of stained tissue samples
and perform mitosis detection through texture or colour-based feature analysis [94,
95, 96]. More recently, machine learning has been leveraged to undertake this task.
They include conventional neural network methods that use manually-engineered
feature descriptors for classification [97, 98], along with deep neural networks that
are feature-agnostic [99, 100]. However, variations in images during sample staining,
the large amount of visible objects, and the similar appearance of mitotic nuclei
with non-mitotic structures, make image classification a difficult task [101]. Fig.
6.1 shows examples of nuclei that are challenging to detect.
6.2.2 The Cell Cycle
A second important application for mitosis detection is in the development of
targeted chemotherapy regimens. Many modern chemotherapeutic regiments tar-
geting cancer cells focus on disrupting the cell cycle, which is the process by which
cells grow and multiply. The cell cycle is divided into different phases that mark cell
transitions from resting behavior, to performing DNA synthesis and chromosome
separation, and finally division [102]. Checkpoints exist within the cell cycle to en-
sure only healthy cells proliferate, while detection of defects will trigger a cell cycle
arrest. This ensures that any flaws are not passed on to daughter cells when cells
undergo division. Disruptions to the progression of this cycle that allow unchecked
cell multiplication is a hallmark of cancer cells [103]. As such, modern advances in
therapeutics have focused on targeting the cell cycle in cancer cells. Specifically,
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anti-cancer drugs have been developed that focus on inhibiting cyclin-dependent ki-
nases (CDKs), which are enzymes required for driving the cell forward through the
different phases of the cycle. Furthermore targeting CDKs during certain phases of
the cell cycle has shown promise in improving the efficacy of cancer treatment at
low dosages that limit non-specific damaging effects on normal cells [103, 104, 105].
Therefore by careful administration of the drug during known phases of the cell
cycle, one may be able to improve the efficacy of the drug treatment while reducing
required dosages. A real-time cell viability monitor that can identify points in the
cell cycle could thus be a useful tool in the screening process.
6.3 Detecting Morphology Changes
Here we propose an alternative approach to detect mitotic events: monitor
changes in cell morphology through cell-substrate binding measurements. The basis
for this approach is due to the acute changes in cell shape and size that occur during
the final phase of the cell cycle, cytokinesis, when a cell divides. The parent cells
membrane contracts, causing the cell to round and decrease its footprint over the
substrate. A contractile furrow forms and pinches at the cells equator, eventually
dividing the cell into two daughter cells [102]. These new cells then begin adhering
and spreading out onto the substrate. These changes in morphology affect the ca-
pacitive coupling at the cell-substrate interface which can then be detected through
capacitance measurement.
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6.4 Mitosis detection algorithms
Two mitosis event detection algorithms were compared, one based on a moving
average indicator, and the other based on template matching.
6.4.1 Kaufman Adaptive Moving Average
The Kaufman adaptive moving average (KAMA) algorithm [106], originally
developed as a financial indicator, is used to generate a capacitance indicator curve.
For each data point xi, we find the absolute difference, di, with the capacitance
value W points prior (xi−W ), where W is the length of the averaging window, as
given by Equation 6.1. The volatility of measurements within this window, vi, is
computed by summing the difference between successive data points in the window,
as given by Equation 6.2.




(|xi−n+1 − xi−n|) (6.2)
The ratio of di and vi is then scaled by parameters α and β, to generate a
smoothing constant SCi, as given by Equation 6.3. The smoothing constant is then
used to scale the difference between the raw capacitance value and prior KAMA
value, as given by Equation 6.4. The result is an exponentially weighted moving
average indicator (MAI) that smooths over transient fluctuations in capacitance and
tracks behind larger swings. This means that a crossover of the raw sensor output
with the KAMA line (i.e. the data crosses below the KAMA line) is indicative of
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a directional shift in the data. It follows that the opposite crossover (i.e. the data
crosses back above the KAMA line) then indicates an end to the shift. This feature
can be used to mark a mitosis event because during the division, the cells contract
and are expected to cause a drop in capacitance as surface area coverage is reduced.
This is followed by a recovery phase where the two new daughter cells re-adhere
to the substrate. The time taken for a capacitance drop and recovery is dependent
on cell morphology kinetics, therefore events detected through the KAMA-signal





(α− β) + β)2 (6.3)
yi = yi−1 + SCi(xi − yi−1) (6.4)
6.4.2 Template Matching
Template matching (TPM) algorithms compare the entire recorded signal with
a template that is representative of the signal being detected. The metric used
to quantify this similarity can be computed in several different ways. Common
measures include the Euclidian-distance, cross-correlation coefficient, and the sum
of squared difference (SSD). Here the SSD is used to compute the similarity index




(xj,i − ti)2 (6.5)
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where t is the template with length N , and xj is the jth window of the raw data
being compared to the template. If the template matches the window of the raw
signal identically, then the SSD value will be zero; slight differences between data
points will shift the SSD upwards. Therefore, after computation of the SSD metric,
a threshold is applied to identify detected events. In this dataset, the template was
created using the time-aligned median of five sample marked events.
6.5 Experimental Results
6.5.1 Mitotic Activity Detection
Fig. 6.2a shows examples of cells dividing at a single sensors electrodes. The
bottom panel shows the measured capacitance over a period of 60 hours. The top
panel shows three pairs of images of the sensor and surrounding area at specific
time points indicated by the square and circle markers. In this example, three
occurrences of division took place at the same sensor, each of which are highlighted
in the capacitance time-series data. The square and circle symbols mark when
images were taken and show cells before and after division occurs, respectively.
During each division the parent cell begins to contract, reducing its surface area in
contact with the electrode and causing a reduction in cell-substrate coupling. This
effect can be seen in the sensor readings as the downtrend of > 50 aF that occurs
over a period of roughly 60 minutes. The cell then divides into daughter cells,
which then expand and settle over a larger area of the electrodes. This process in
turn increases the measured capacitance. Fig. 6.2b shows manually verified mitosis
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events for a single experiment for multiple sensors.
Analysis of the detected events can be performed to elicit cell division kinetics.































Figure 6.2: a) Top: Images taken of a sensor at different time points. Bottom: Cor-
responding sensor response showing the measured capacitance changes over time. The
highlighted portions indicate division events marked by the detection algorithm. Inset:
Distribution of the time taken from start of division event to reach minimum capacitance
(Tdrop) and time taken to recover (Trise). N = 41 detected events. b) Examples of detec-
tion mitosis events from one experiment. Capacitance traces have been offset for plotting
purposes. Video is available as supplementary material.
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Using the measured data we extract the time taken from the detected start of an
event to the time at which a minimum capacitance is detected within the events
period (Tdrop). This indicates the portion of the division cycle where the contractile
ring causes the cell to shrink and round. The corresponding recovering time (Trise)
is the time for the daughter cells to adhere and re-spread causing a rebound in
sensed capacitance. The inset of Fig. 6.2a shows a scatter plot comparing Tdrop and
Trise. Each point corresponds to a division event that was automatically marked
using the detection algorithm, and manually verified with time-lapse imaging (N =
41). The dotted line has a slope of 1, as a reference. The majority of the drop
and recovery phases range between 20 and 100 minutes but interestingly show a
roughly linear time correspondence with the recovery phase taken slightly longer
than the corresponding drop phase. In fact, one might expect the recovery phase
to take significantly longer since daughter cells are rounded immediately following
mitosis and have to re-establish cell-substrate adhesion, a situation similar to cells
making initial attachments to their substrate. However, recent research in cell-
substrate adhesion during mitosis has revealed the existence of remnant adhesion
molecules that aid in post-mitotic daughter cells to re-spread and anchor to the
substrate[107, 108]. This may help explain the relatively quick recovery of the
measured binding capacitance.
Each sensor electrode covers an area of 30 × 30 µm2 which means a total
sensing area of 0.0144 mm2 across the array. A total of 41 manually verified mitotic
events were detected across four experiments, resulting in a mean mitotic figure of
710 divisions/mm2 across the four experiments. This figure is significantly higher
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than typical counts of < 15 divisions/mm2 [92, 109], primarily because typical
image-based counting methods are based on analysing tissue samples extracted at
a fixed point in time. Here the count index reflects divisions that occur across a
period of three days and thus show a fuller picture of cancer cell activity. If the
time period of 72 hours is taken into consideration, the scaled figure would be 9.9
divisions/mm2/hr, which is within the typical range for histological grading.
6.5.2 Detection Algorithm Performance
In order to develop the sensor as a tool for counting mitotic figures, we eval-
uate the two detection algorithms for specificity and sensitivity. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves were generated for each algorithm using the manually
marked dataset as ground-truth. For the TPM algorithm, the SSD threshold was
varied to generate the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) of the
detected events. For the MAI algorithm, the maximum time span between crossover
points (Tmax) is varied to generate the ROC points. Fig. 6.3 shows ROC curves
for the two algorithms. The dotted line indicates the random guess boundary; bet-
ter performing algorithms would be in the upper half of the boundary and ideally
following along the y-axis (high TPR and low FPR) before saturating near a TPR
of 1. At stringent threshold levels, the TPM algorithm outperforms MAI with a
consistently better TPR. When the threshold is relaxed to allow more detections,
MAI begins to outperform TPM, starting at an FPR of roughly 0.25.
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Figure 6.3: Receiver operating characteristic curve for cell detection algorithm. The two
lines correspond to varied minimum capacitance changes and durations for mitotic events.
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Chapter 7
Applications, Part 2: Drug Screening on Chip
7.1 Preface
Here we presnt work for using the capacitance sensor chip as a proof-of-concept
tool for monitoring chemotherapeutic agent potency in cancer cells. Drug-sensitive
and drug-resistive cells are cultured on the LoCMOS device and are exposed to
cisplatin, a platinum-based cancer drug. Results show the ability to discriminate
cell lines using capacitance sensor measurements. The data is then used to extract
cell death kinetics.
This chapter includes excerpts of a manuscript that has been submitted to
Biosensors and Bioelectronics, an article that was authored by myself, Sheung Lu,
Dr. Marc Dandin, Dr. John Basile, Dr. Elisabeth Smela, and Dr. Pamela Ab-
shire. My contributions include setting up and performing the experiments, data
processing, analysis of cell death kinetics, and most of the writing.
7.2 Cell-Based Drug Screening Assays
Cell-based assays are a vital tool in the drug discovery process and can be
used to quantify the cytotoxic effects of drugs on cells and identify new targets
for drug development. As mentioned previously, most current cell-based screening
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studies require the use of specialized laboratory equipment and reagents, and provide
data through methods that require labeling such as fluorescent, bioluminescent, and
colorometric methods. While these methods can provide high-throughput analysis
through parallelization of experiments, they generally have high operational costs,
can be labor intensive, require sub-sampling of analytes, and may lack specificity
[110]. Furthermore most conventional methods provide data at sparse sampling
points or are endpoint assays, and so do not provide information on the dynamics
of cell growth.
Real-time monitoring of cell viability over the course of drug exposure and
subsequent cell death may provide a more complete picture of the cytotoxic effects
of drugs, enabling the development of a more precise drug dosage regimen. Indeed
modern chemotherapeutic regimes generally involve the use of multiple drugs [111]
administered sequentially or in an alternating fashion, with the aim of reducing
drug resistance, reducing non-specific toxic effects, and maximizing overall efficacy.
Computational models have also been developed to generate adaptive therapeutic
[112] regimes or select optimum strategies to address issues of tumor heterogeneity
[113]. Therefore the ability to perform continuous cell measurements in real-time
would represent a great advance over current methods of determining drug cytotox-
icity and cancer cell susceptibility, replacing current laboratory assays with a more
rapid and more relevant alternative that could hasten the drug development process
toward clinical implementation.
Most chemotherapeutic agents are designed to induce cell death through a
process called apoptosis, or programmed cell death. This is a regulated process that
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causes the nucleus to condense, organelles to pack together, and cell to shrink in
overall area [20]. This change in morphology is thus an attractive candidate for
observation through real-time cell-substrate capacitance measurements.
7.3 Cell Response to Chemotherapeutic Agents
Cisplatin, a widely used platinum-based chemotherapeutic drug, was used as
the anti-cancer agent. The agent was obtained in dry powder form (BioVision) and
prepared with DI water to create a 1 mM stock solution. The solution was stored
at room temperature away from light. Human ovarian cancer cell lines A2780 and
CP70 were prepared following the protocol described in Section 4.3. For treat-
ment, cells were plated into the device and allowed to grow for 48 hours before the
chemotherapeutic agent was administered directly into the cell growth well.
The top panel of Fig. 7.1 shows exemplar images of cells in the vicinity of
two sensors through a drug administration experiment. The left-most image, taken
at t = 26.8 hours shows cells growing normally. The 100 µM dose of cisplatin was
administered at t = 53.5 hours, indicated by the red line, and the second image shows
the surface 6 hours later. Cells still appear healthy although a downtrend in the
measured binding capacitance can be observed in the sensor data traces. Roughly 4
hours later, a more noticeable change in morphology of the cells can be seen, both
in the images and data. The bottom panel of Fig. 7.1 shows the corresponding
data from each of the two sensors. Capacitance decreases of 230 aF and 440 aF are
measured in channels 1 and 2, respectively. Images of the chip surface show that the
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Figure 7.1: Top: Microscope images of the two sensors during a drug administration
experiment. Bottom: Corresponding sensor measured capacitance changes over time.
The cisplatin was added at t = 53.5 hours, indicated by the red line and arrow. The labels
on the images correspond to the time points marked by the dashed vertical lines. Video
is available as supplementary material.
cells appear noticeably shrunken and rounded, which is indicative of cell death [20].
This experiment shows the devices ability to track cell health in real-time through
a drug-screening experiment.
We then investigated dose-dependent effects of cisplatin on the two cell lines.
Each cell type was allowed to grow for at least 48 hours, after which different con-
centrations of cisplatin were applied. Control experiments were performed in which
both cell lines were plated and allowed to proliferate unencumbered over the ex-
perimental period. Fig. 7.2 shows the time-series capacitance measurements of the
device as a function of drug dose. Each trace shows the mean response of those sen-
sors in the array that were visually observed to have cell coverage. Sensors that were
void of cells, due to the random initial seeding, were omitted. The red and black
lines correspond to the cisplatin-sensitive (A2780) and cisplatin-resistive (CP70) cell
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Figure 7.2: Mean capacitance sensor responses for various concentrations of applied drug.
Each chart shows the response for two cell types, A2780 (drug-sensitive), and CP70 (drug-
resistive). The dashed lines indicate when the drug was applied to the cell culture. In the
control experiment both cell lines were viable through the experiment. Addition of 1 µM
cisplatin showed an immediate effect on the capacitive coupling of A2780 cells while CP70
cells remained stable. Higher concentrations began to induce a response in CP70 cells as
well.
lines, respectively. The dashed black lines indicate the time at which the drug was
administered.
The time-series data shows how drug dosage affected cell viability. As ex-
pected, the control experiment showed a continual increase in measured capacitance
as cells proliferated without damage. At the same time, for high dosages, both cell
lines were observed to be adversely affect. As drug concentration was reduced from
100 µM , the net effect diminished. At a concentration of 1 µM , the resistant CP70
line was seen to be relatively unaffected by the drug whereas the sensitive A2780
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line showed a downtrend. This observation was confirmed by imaging the surface
after the experiment was completed. The difference between the two responses can
be highlighted by looking at the net change in measured capacitance from the time
of drug application and 24 hours later. The resulting chart is shown in Fig. 7.3.
There was a net positive change in signal for the CP70 line for drug concentrations
up to 5 µM , although the magnitude decreased with increasing concentration. At
the same time, the A2780 line showed an immediate decrease in viability with a 1
µM cisplatin dosage. At a concentration of 10 M, both cell lines were affected, as
mentioned previously.
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Figure 7.3: Measured difference in average capacitance from immediately after the drug
was administered to 24 hours afterwards.
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7.4 Cell Death Kinetics
We analyze the high-resolution data provided by the device to profile the
temporal response of the cancer cells to cisplatin. The kinetics of cell death are
characterized by the time delay between exposure to the drug and the onset of cell
death (tD), and the rate at which cell death occurs (rD). The onset of cell death was
extracted from the capacitance measurements by finding the time at which the peak
capacitance value (CD) occurs, after the application of the drug. The capacitance





= C0 exp(−rDt) + CB (7.1)
where t (hr) is time, rD is the decay time constant (hr
−1), C0 and CB are initial
and baseline values, and C(t) is the normalized capacitance as a function of time.
Cells were cultured as described previously and exposed to 25 and 100 µM
dosages of cisplatin, concentrations that were previously confirmed to be lethal to
both cell lines. Fig. 7.4a shows the normalized capacitance measurements of two
sensors from experiments where A2780 and CP70 cell lines were exposed to 25 µM of
cisplatin. For clarity, the measurements from the start of cell culture up to the time
at which drug is administered are omitted. Additionally, the data is time-aligned
such that the onset of cell death occurs at t = 0 hrs. Therefore tD is the time span
between the first data point and t = 0 hrs, as indicated by the horizontal arrows.
Fig. 7.4b shows the corresponding plots for a dose level of 100 µM . The dashed
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lines in both figures are the fitted exponential decay models for each trace. Fig. 7.4c
shows the mean tD for each dosage and cell line. As can be seen, there is a significant
decrease in the time to onset of cell death when drug dosage is increased from 25 to
100 µM (p = 0.003 and p = 0.004 for A2780 and CP70 cells, respectively). Fig. 7.4d
shows the mean rD values. No significant difference in the decay time constant was
seen as a function of drug concentration (p > 0.05). Interestingly, this parameter is
higher for the resistant CP70 cell line compared to the sensitive A2780 line.
Drug delivery in these experiments involved dispensing microliter volumes of
the drug into a relatively large well, so drug exposure relied primarily on diffusion
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Figure 7.4: Normalized capacitance values vs. time for experiments where cells were
exposed to drug concentrations of a) 25 µM and b) 100 µM . The bottom panel shows
the mean extracted a) time delay and d) decay time constant for the set of experiments.
(∗ ∗ p < 0.01)
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through the cell media. As mentioned previously, microfluidics could be incorpo-
rated into future versions of the device in order to better control dosage. With
channels running across the sensing area, one could precisely control flow rates to
maintain a constant drug level. Additionally, exposure times could be controlled,
allowing for evaluating different dosage regimens with multiple drug combinations.
Furthermore, drug dispensing could be regulated by incorporating cell cycle marker
detection, creating a feedback control loop for automated cell cycle-targeted drug
screening therapies.
7.5 Summary
This chapter presented results of in vitro experiments to monitor chemothera-
peutic agent potency in cancer cells in real time, using a CMOS capacitance biosen-
sor. Experiments were performed to examine the effects of a chemotherapeutic
agent on drug-sensitive and drug-resistant human ovarian cancer cell lines. The ca-
pacitance measurements were used to extract parameters of cell death kinetics and
showed changes in the time to the onset of cell death as a function of drug concen-
tration. Results additionally showed successful discrimination of the sensitive and
resistant cell lines, and confirm the biosensor as a proof-of-concept tool that has





In this dissertation, we presented a CMOS-based capacitance sensor for on-chip
cell monitoring with high-resolution measurement capabilities to perform single cell
analysis. The sensor was specifically designed with simplicity, robustness, and ease-
of-use in mind. The chip uses the capacitance-to-frequency based sensing paradigm
that alleviates the mismatch and baseline offset issues that affect other approaches,
as discussed in Section 2.2.5. A more thorough validation of the sensor was then
explored. We developed a platform to perform time-lapse microscopy of cells on
the sensor surface over multiple days of experiments. The high-resolution images
that the system provides, allows for validation of sensor responses and confirmed
the sensor’s capability to detect changes in individual cell morphology. Finally, we
performed proof-of-concept drug screening experiments as a first step in validat-
ing the system for use in real-world applications. to characterize the potency of
chemotherapeutic drugs on cells.
This chapter outlines some of the outcomes that this work has produced to ad-
vance the field of biological cell monitoring forward. A comparison of state of the art
is presented, discussing traditional laboratory techniques, lab-on-CMOS approaches,
and the improvements made in this research. A discussion of future extensions and
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applications is then presented.
8.2 Comparison to State of the Art
8.2.1 Cell-based Assays
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, there are a number of methods currently used in
industry for monitoring cells. These techniques are primarily based on optical de-
tection methods and generally rely on labeling cells with a marker that is indicative
of a characteristic of the cells. For instance Alamar Blue, a commonly-used reagent,
contains a non-fluorescent compound called resazurin that is reduced through the
metabolic activity of healthy cells to generate a fluorescent compound called re-
sorufin [114]. Cells are first incubated with the reagent for 1 to 4 hours and then
a spectrophotometer is used to quantify the fluorescence intensity, which is then
correlated to cell viability [115]. A diagram showing the assay procedure is shown
in Fig. 8.1.
Figure 8.1: Alamar Blue assay procedure. Figure from [8]
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While these types of methods can be performed in a high-throughput manner
using multi-well plates, the quantification step can only be performed at discrete
time points (generally at the end of an experiment — an endpoint assay) and so do
not provide high temporal resolution data. This eliminates the opportunity to track
fast changes and to determine temporal correlation between measurements. Further-
more, performing the assays themselves can be labor-intensive, time-consuming, and
require access to large laboratory equipment. Therefore it is important to develop
new techniques to perform these measurements.
8.2.2 CMOS Capacitance Sensors
Several CMOS capacitance sensors have been developed over the years for
monitoring cells that have been tested in vitro. Prakash et al. implemented CS
and differential CBCM designs for characterizing cell adhesion [18, 19, 9, 43, 45]
and presented measurements of muscle cells and cancer cell lines. Ghafar-Zadeh
et al. used a CBCM structure to monitor the growth of bacteria in medium [44].
Nabovati et al. used a differential CBCM structure for cell monitoring [25], extended
the design to an 8 × 8 array [12], and more recently performed drug cytotoxicity
experiments on chip [11]. Laborde et al. developed a 256 × 256 “nanocapacitor”
array using the CBCM approach that was able to track changes in cell morphology
in real-time [13, 116]. Couniot et al. developed a 16 × 16 array of CBCM sensors
and a multi-electrode CTF oscillator sensor, both used for detecting bacterial cells
[10, 48]. Section 2.2.5 presented discussion of trade-offs of the different architectures
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Figure 8.2: Example plots of data from CMOS-based capacitance sensors used for in vitro
experiments. Images taken from a) Prakash et al. 2008 [9], b) Couniot et al. 2015 [10], c)
Nabovati et al. 2018 [11], d) Nabovati et al. 2017 [12], e) Laborde et al. 2015 [13]
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8.2.3 Capacitance Resolution
One of the key challenges in monitoring cells using a lab-on-CMOS platform
is the sub-femtoFarad resolution required to detect changes in the cell-substrate
capacitance. And as shown in this work, single cell analysis requires even higher
resolution — <100 aF to detection mitosis events, for example. Several of the
aforementioned research groups have presented in vitro measurements of the sensors,
as can be seen in Fig. 8.2.
Panel (a) (Prakash et al.) shows capacitance measurements from two sensors
during an experiment with MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. Cells were allowed to
proliferate over a period of 17 hours and then were detached from the sensor surface
(trypsinization) [9]. As can be seen there is a marked response once cells start to
adhere well to the surface of the chip and a corresponding response when they are
detached. However, the signal fluctuates by ∼5 fF which can make it difficult to see
single cell events.
Panel (b) (Couniot et al.) shows measurements of three sensors as a 10 µL
drop of solution containing S. epidermidis bacterial cells is pipetted onto the chip at
t = 20 min. As can be seen there are different time evolutions of the three signals,
and these are attributed to different numbers of bacterial cells at each location. The
authors were able to quantify sensitivity using microscope images and obtained a
figure of 2.2 mV/bacterium. However, due to reported baseline noise levels of 5 mV,
the resolution of the sensor is limited to 450 aF. One thing to note is that the target
application specifically involved bacteria detection, as opposed to animal cells which
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are > 10 times larger in size.
Panels (c) and (d) (Nabovati et al.) show mean sensor responses in a cell
proliferation experiment (d) and cytotoxicity assay (c). The proliferation experiment
showed an increase in output voltage that was positively correlated with fluorescense
measurements, along with corresponding negative controls. The cytotoxicity assay
involved application of Geneticin, which is a protein synthesis blocking compound,
to a Geneticin-resistant (Hek293) and sensitive (H1299) cell line. Reported results
showed decreases in the growth rate of H1299 cells, but no significant effects on
Hek293 cells. As can be seen the overall population changes can be tracked, but
no results were reported on individual sensors which would be required for higher
resolution, single-cell analysis.
Panel (e) (Laborde et al.) shows the capacitance measurements from a single
sensor throughout a cell proliferation experiment, along with a spatial map of re-
sponses from the entire 256 × 256 array at certain time points. Given the ∼ 1µm
spatial resolution of the sensors, the authors were able to monitor a single cell from
multiple sites with a reported 1 aF capacitance resolution. These results are indeed
the best reported figures for CMOS capacitance sensors, and it would be exciting to
see additional in vitro experiments reported with the device. The main drawback,
however, are the complex series of post-processing steps needed to realize the input
electrodes array, and the hardware required for readout (discussed in Section 8.2.4).
In this work we have shown the sensor’s ability to not only track global cell
proliferation, but to also detect single-cell binding events, track cell morphology
changes, identify cell division events, and monitor cell motility. These observations
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were corroborated with time-lapse ground-truth images of the sensor surface, which
has not been previously performed.
8.2.4 System Complexity
One of the major focuses of this work is to develop a CMOS sensor with a
simple interface and minimal readout requirements. The minimal electrical con-
nection requirements are needed to facilitate packaging the CMOS chips for fluidic
interfaces, which itself is a non-trivial challenge. The number of I/O connections
required depends on several factors including external bias requirements, signals
for chip control, and the readout interface. In this work we reduced the external
I/O requirements to allow full chip control using eight bondpads, which included
a test pad. This figure could be iteratively reduced by removing the test pad, im-
plementing an on-chip clock generator, and simplifying the serial readout protocol.
As a comparison, the other prior work had no strict focus on minimizing wiring
requirements. Instead they relied on wire-bonding, and passivation using an epoxy
[11, 10] or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [13, 116] to provide adequate packaging
yield. While this may be sufficient to perform preliminary biological experiments,
reducing the number of possible failure points in packaging by minimizing electrical
connections can be important for mass production applications.
Another important consideration is signal digitization. For traditional CS or
CBCM sensors, the output is an analog voltage and so must either be buffered off-
chip to an external ADC or converted on-chip. The work presented in [43] and [10]
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used off-chip ADCs, which simplified the design but provides a path for the addition
of noise into the analog signals. The work presented in [11] and [13] implemented
on-chip Σ∆ and cyclic ADCs, respectively. In these systems external hardware
(FPGA, digital pulse generator) was required to provide required clocking signals
and array readout controls.
In this work, the CTF mechanism is inherently suited for digitization because
the output signal is in a digital format. An on-chip counter is used for digitiza-
tion along with a two-wire serial readout which greatly reduces system complex-
ity and wiring requirements. We also presented system-level architecture improve-
ments to provide a more portable and flexible biosensor by implementing: 1) a
customizable integration time to allow for sensing of a large range of analytes, 2)
programmable I2C addresses that allows multiple peripherals to run concurrently
on the same bus, and 3) spatial scanning of the array controlled with selectable
activation/deactivation of individual pixels.
Finally, post-processing requirements are also an important factor in system
complexity. In [10] the sensor electrodes were void of the foundry-provided passi-
vation layer, and a thinner 25 nm layer of aluminium oxide was deposited using
plasma-enhanced atomic layer deposition. In [12], a thin layer of PDMS was spin-
coated onto the chip surface to act as the electrode passivation layer. In [11], a
polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) film was built up through several incubation and
rinsing steps. In [13, 116], the sensor sites themselves are single vias (from the
standard CMOS process), and so the chips had to undergo significant processing to
build up these vias into “nanoelectrodes”. This required several deposition, etching,
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and polishing steps [116]. In this work and in [43], no post-processing of the CMOS
ICs was necessary, making device integration much simpler and cheaper.
8.2.5 Temporal Resolution and Hardware Interface
The ability to make real-time capacitance measurements throughout multi-day
biological experiments in the cell culture environment is critical in order to make a
case for using CMOS sensors in lieu of conventional biological assays. Most of the
state of the art work presented in Fig. 8.2 meet the sub-minute temporal resolution
needed to track cell morphological changes. However in the work that presented
experiments where cytotoxic effects of drugs were examined, the measurements are
relatively sparse (panel (c), [11]). This may be attributed to the supervised manner
in which data had to be collected.
While most of the state of the art capacitance sensor designs operate using
the CS, CBCM, or CTF mechanisms, the hardware interfaces needed for chip read-
out vary quite widely. The chips may require equipment such as data acquisition
cards, FPGAs, source-meters, and digital oscilloscopes. These types of hardware
can be cumbersome to transport and maintain in non-laboratory settings, making
these systems susceptible to increased noise and interference in clinical settings and
ill-suited for applications requiring small form factor devices with simple readout
interfaces. In contrast, the design presented here requires only a microcontroller,
making it suitable for applications outside the traditional laboratory setting. Table
8.1 presents a summary of existing work.∗
∗∆CSensed: the peak change in capacitance after addition of cells DAC - Digital to analog
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converter, DAQ - Data acquisition, DDS - Direct digital synthesizer, DLA - Digital logic analyzer,
DO - Digital oscilloscope, FPGA - Field programmable gate array, PC - Personal computer, SM -

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8.2.6 Imaging on CMOS ICs
Imaging cells on chip concurrently with data recording is an important method
of validating sensor measurements. Both fluorescence-based [85, 86, 84] and reflec-
tive [11, 37] microscopy have been used in prior work to image cells on top of
CMOS chips. However the imaging was done at discrete times using standard mi-
croscopy and did not achieve the temporal resolution to correlate with real-time cell
morphology changes. Furthermore, imaging was performed outside the incubator,
which meant measurements had to be interrupted and the cells had to be removed
from the controlled culture environment.
In this work the packaged devices were modified to include two wells, one for
cell culture and imaging, and the other to allow gas exchange and maintenance of
pH levels in media. The in-incubator assembly allowed for high-resolution imaging
with the ability to discriminate individual cells in different phases of growth and
death. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a CMOS-based sensor has been
used and validated concurrently with time-lapse images of the sensor surface.
8.3 Future Work
8.3.1 Increased Spatial Density
A research track that can be extended from this dissertation is an increase
in the spatial density of sensors, i.e. a high-density capacitance sensor array. As
discussed in Section 3.6, the generation 1 chip consisted of a 4 × 4 array of pixels
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arranged with an X and Y pitch of 196 µm and 186 µm, respectively, and covering
an area of an area of 618 × 588 µm2. The electrodes themselves are 30 × 30 µm2 in
size and so the actual sensing area covered by the electrodes is roughly 120 × 120
µm2, meaning a fill factor of 4.0 %.
As an immediate goal, the area occupied by each sensor could first be mini-
mized. The presented capacitance sensor consists of the input inter-digitated elec-
trodes and requisite CTF circuitry. Shielding is required to protect the circuitry
from ambient light and so one layer of metal is typically dedicated to creating a
light shield. In the fabricated chips (which used a 3 metal CMOS process) this was
done with M3. That means the area of each sensor is now expanded to include
both the electrodes and circuitry. If a process node with more metal layers is avail-
able, however, the circuitry itself could be situated underneath the electrodes, with
shielding created using a lower metal layer. This would allow bringing electrodes
from multiple sensors as close together as possible. One limitation to this would be
the fringing effects that would occur from the top-metal layers between sensors that
are nearby.
An arrangement of sensors with a high spatial density will allow the creation
of larger arrays. An important consideration now would be the readout architecture.
Each sensor in the array is scanned sequentially, with a finite amount of time required
for each sampling, leading to a linear increase in overall sampling time as the number
of sensors increases. The generation 2 and 3 chips developed in this work aimed to
address this by including parallel readout of sensors, and random-access selection
of sensors, respectively. Additionally, the programmable integration time could be
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used to trade off resolution for sampling speed.
8.3.2 Microfluidic Integration
As in many LoC systems, microlfuidic integration is a natural extension to
the platform that could expand the capabilities of the sensor for use in scientifically
relevant experiments. For instance, microfluidic channels could be fabricated on
top of the sensing array to generate a linear or logarithmic gradient of dilutions
of chemotherapeutic agents [117, 118]. The capacitance sensor could then be used
to explore cytotoxic effects to cells in a high-throughput manner. The drug ad-
ministration profile could also be given a temporal characteristic (e.g. pulsing or
ramping) to investigate effects on cells that would not be possible with traditional
laboratory-based cytotoxicity assays. In addition, multiple microfluidic channels
could be incorporated to expose cells to a multi-drug dose regimen.
8.3.3 Closed-loop Feedback
Another extension related to microfluidic integration would be to incorporate
feedback controls to perform automated drug dispensing, as seen in Fig. 8.3. For
instance the capacitance measurements could be automatically analyzed to track
proliferation, and once a threshold level is reached, a cytotoxic agent could be dis-
pensed into the culture area through a perfusion system. Furthermore, drug dis-
pensing could be regulated by incorporating cell cycle marker detection in order to










Figure 8.3: Block diagram for a feedback control loop to perform automated drug dis-
pensement.
8.3.4 Sensitivity Improvement
As discussed in Section 3.1, the sensed capacitance at the input electrodes is
the series combination of the passivation layer capacitance (CPSV ) and the input
capacitance of interest (CIN), as given by the following equation:




where C0 is the sum of the parasitics giving rise to the baseline capacitance level.
Therefore, if CPSV is much larger than CIN , then its contribution to the sensed
capacitance will be diminished. In the ideal case where CPSV  CIN , then the
second term of Equation 8.1 reduces to 3CIN .
One way to increase CPSV is to thin the passivation layer. This could be
performed using standard wet or dry etching of the layer, although care must be
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taken to stop before the metal electrodes are exposed. To analyze this effect, an
FEM model was built and simulated using the structure presented in Section 3.2.
Fig. 8.4 shows FEM simulation results of sensed capacitance as a function of cell
radius. Panels (a) shows the change in capacitance for a passivation thickness of
1.6 µm, and panel (b) shows the result when the thickness is reduced to 0.8 µm.
As can be seen, there is a larger change in capacitance as cell-substrate coupling
increases with a thinner passivation layer (∼500 aF vs. ∼1000 aF). A linear fit of
the data points results in a slope of -23 aF/µm and -59 aF/µm for the two cases,
respectively.
Another way to increase CPSV is to increase the dielectric constant of the
passivation layer. This can be achieved by first opening holes over the electrodes,
either through post-processing or through the CMOS foundry glass cut option, and


























Cell radius (μm) 
a) b)
Figure 8.4: FEM simulation results showing the effect of passivation layer thinning on
sensed capacitance. The electrode and cell structure presented in Section 3.2 was simulated
as cell radius was increased with a passivation thickness of a) 1.6 µm, and (b) 0.8 µm.
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8.3.5 Surface Functionalization
The presented CMOS sensor was designed to monitor cell-phenomena through
the dielectric changes that they produce at the cell-substrate interface. However, this
sensing mechanism can be generalized using labels to detect other biomarkers in an
unknown sample solution. For instance, the sensor surface could be functionalized
with molecules that are specific towards a target biomarker. When the surface is
then exposed to the sample to be interrogated, biomarker molecules in the sample are
captured and immobilized close to the sensor electrodes. This could then modulate
the dielectric properties at the sensor surface, which can then be detected as a change
in capacitance. Therefore, this type of lab-on-CMOS sensor could potentially be
used for detection of affinity-based binding of other biomarkers, not just for cell-
based assays.
8.4 Applications
8.4.1 Drug Development - Electronic Multi-well Plate
Cell-based assays are the standard diagnostic tools used in the drug devel-
opment process. In contrast to biochemical assays, cell-based assays offer a more
complex model for study that can generate more biologically-relevant information
to predict the response of an organism to a particular substance.
Researchers currently perform cell-based assays in multi-well plates that can
include 6, 12, 24, 48, or 96 culture wells on one platform to perform multiple ex-
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periments in parallel. The type of screening assay depends on a number of fac-
tors including the cell type being used, the parameter being measured, chemistry
limitations, and the exposure/measurement times involved. However, the process
generally works as follows: 1) seed cells into the well plate, 2) add the test agent
after a certain growth period, 3) allow any agent-induced effects to occur (several
hours to days), 4) add a reagent or marker, 5) measure the response.
The last step is typically done using a multi-well plate reader that can operate
using one of several detection methods, including colorimetric, fluorometric, and
bioluminsecent mechanisms. However, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, these detection
methods are end-point assays. Parallel experiments are needed to obtain a temporal
sequence of discrete sample points, and temporal accuracy would be limited by the
variability across samples and the sampling technique. Much richer information
about the dynamics of cell growth would be available from a real-time measurement
methodology.
Therefore the sensor presented in this work could be used as an alternative
to traditional multi-well assays. Fig. 8.5 shows a diagram of an “electronic multi-
well plate” that can be created using the lab-on-CMOS capacitance sensor chip.
Starting with a standard-sized well, a hole can be laser-cut into the bottom of the
well to create an opening that is sized to the chip’s sensing array area. The chip is
then attached to the underside of the well and sealed with a passivation material
such as a biocompatible silicone or epoxy. The electronic connections to the chip
are made underneath the plate and chips across a single row are all connected








Figure 8.5: Schematic of an “electronic multi-well plate”. Each well contains a chip with
its sensing area exposed to the cell culture. Electronic connections are made underneath
the well plate across columns and rows on a daughterboard. The final routing is wired to
a connector that can then be read using a microcontroller.
to a connector port on a daughterboard. This is where the microcontroller readout
board is connected.
With this system, researchers can perform the same high-throughput parallel
experiments currently performed but glean much more temporally-intensive data
due to the real-time measurement capabilities of the capacitance sensor. Further-
more, this obviates the existing need to perform parallel experiments to obtain the
temporal profile of cellular responses. A single experiment with the chip/well could
replace the multiple experiments required quantify at different time points; for in-
stance if response data is required every hour, this is a 24× reduction over a single
day.
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8.4.2 Point-of-care Diagnostics and Personalized Medicine
As described previously, the capacitance sensor has potential to be used for
detection of affinity-based binding of other biomarkers. This can be explored by per-
forming surface functionalization of the sensor electrodes to target specific analytes.
This could then have potential use in point-of-care diagnostic applications, such as
at doctor’s offices where samples from patients can be analyzed in a high-throughput
manner.
The presented cell monitoring sensor could further be used in the emerging
field of personalized medicine, where different treatment programs are developed for
different patients in order to maximize drug efficacy while minimizing other toxic
effects. For instance, tumor cells from a patient can be harvested and cultured on
the device, which could then be implanted back in to the patient’s body. The chip
could then provide real-time viability information about the cancer cells within the
patient’s body, while they undergo chemotherapeutic treatment. The treatment
could then be adjusted for the individual to increase drug efficacy and safety, and
enhance patient outcomes.
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A.1 Sensor Design Details
The analog voltage used to bias the oscillators is created using an on-chip
Beta-multiplier reference circuit (Fig. A.1, [119]). Transistors M1-4 and R form
the base Beta-multiplier circuit. M5-8 form a simple amplifier to provide feedback
to increase the output resistance of M4. M9-14 form a cascoded current source to
generate the required bias level. MS1-S3 form a start-up circuit.
The on-chip control logic was designed to sequentially cycle through all chan-
nels in the capacitance sensor array. Fig. A.2 shows a diagram of the finite-state



















Figure A.1: Circuit schematic of on-chip bias generator.
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goes to the IDLE state and INIT states that initialize the internal logic registers.
The integration time and active pixel registers are programmed through I2C. The
logic then begins cycling through each pixel in the array. In the the CHECK PX
state where the current pixel is checked to see whether it is active, if not the pixel
is skipped (SKIP state).
If the pixel is active, the logic goes into the SCAN state where the oscillator
is enabled through row/column decoders and the counter is activated. After the
integration time is reached, the logic goes into COLLECT which flags the DRDY
signal and loads the counter value into the I2C data registers. An additional CLEAR
state is used to allow for data latching and resetting the active pixel tracker. The
chip then goes into the TX WAIT state where it sits idle until an I2C read cycle is






















Figure A.2: Finite-state machine diagram of on-chip logic.
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Fig. A.3 shows simulation results of the readout timing for a single pixel (the
timing has been scaled down for simulation purposes). Each sensor is activated and
allowed to start up for a fixed length of time (200 ns), after which the counter is
allowed to increment. After the integration time (1 µs), the counter data is latched
















Figure A.3: Simulation results of logic for readout of one pixel (accumulation time short-




This section presents a few additional examples of data from in vitro ex-
periments. Contact Bathiya Senevirathna (bsenevir@umd.edu) or Pamela Abshire





































(b) left (c) right
Figure A.4: a) Response curves of the chip as CP70 cells adhere and proliferate across the
sensor array. The first two vertical black lines at t = 25 hours and t = 47 hours indicate
times when data recording was paused for imaging. Right panel shows image of surface






































(b) left (c) right
Figure A.5: a) Response curves of the chip as A2780 cells adhere and proliferate across
the sensor array. The first two vertical black lines at t = 28 hours and t = 49.5 hours
indicate times when data recording was paused for imaging. Right panel shows image of






































(b) left (c) right
Figure A.6: a) Response curves of the chip as CP70 cells adhere and proliferate across the
sensor array. The first two vertical black lines at t = 28 hours and t = 48 hours indicate
times when data recording was paused for imaging. Right panel shows image of surface








Figure A.7: Results of experiment on Device 1 with A2780 cells. Microscope image of
chip surface after a) 21.5 hours and b) 46 hours of incubation. c) Response curves where
sensors with and without cell coverage are grouped together. Two sensors observed to
have no coverage at the two time intervals (2,4) and (4,3) are shown in dotted red, with















Figure A.8: Results of experiment with A2780 cells. Microscope image of chip surface
after a) 27 hours and b) 70 hours of incubation. c) Response curves of sensors with cell
coverage in gray, with the mean as a solid black line.
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